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CRAFT WILL LAND ON MOON

MORROW
Russia Assures IM That Its
Luna 15 Not In Apollo's Way

Ten Murrayans To
Help In Campaign

4

Vol. LXXXX No. 110

Ten people from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
sill be engaged in the Paris,
Ky.. Church campaign from July
al to July 25.
Bro. George Rogers is the
minister of the Paris church.
The people from Murray will be
conducting Bible study courses
yhile Bro. Bill Wardlow of the
7th and College Church of Mayfield will be conducting a meeting for the congregation.
Those from Murray planning
to attend are Willard Ails, Martha Alls, Rita Farris, Cindy
Steele, Sarah Hargis, Bess Patton, Gene McDougal, Harry Russell, Tommy Payne, and Bill
Threet,

By EDWARD K. DELONG
telecast — the lcngest and one
UPI Space Writer
of the best from space — ArmSPACE CENTER, Houston strong and Aldrin checked out
ort,
(UPI) — Apollo 11, now in the the inside of the lunar module
grasp of moon's gravity and Eagle they plan to fly to the
gaining speed, hurried three moon's surface while their felastronauts toward lunar orbit to- low astronaut, Michael Collins
day and the first human foot- circles in the Apollo commandstep outside the world late Sun- ship.
' 4
day
or early Monday.
4.•
Dr. Charles A. Berry, the asAstronauts Neil A. Armstrong
and Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin Jr., tronauts' doctor, watched the
expected to learn early today TV broadcast and said as a phyI.
whether they will share the sician this was important in dea•Jer
lunar surface with a Russian termining their conditions. He
(*14
robot rocket when they land said the crew had reported no
A
Dr. John Huffman
•
Sunday — or whether it might illness on the flight, had taken
be heading back to earth with no medication at all and had
• 01.3104,
a scoop full of lunar soil by slept better than expected.
Berry was asked about the
then.
101,4 it 4
•• 44"
Armstrong still could decide (Continued on Page Eight)
a
.
to take that first step on the
Gerald— -Ellison, educational
moon late Sunday after t h e
director of the Seventh and Popscheduled 4:19 p.m. EDT landthe
of-Christ,
lar
will
Church
be
„Dr. John Huffman, pastor of ing or wait until early Monday
_
speaker at both the morning the First Baptist Church, May- morning
as initially planned.
•
and evening services at the field, will be the evangelist for
1140
Russia's assurances, relayed
church:"
revival services beginning at the personally through astronaut
.4
4
/
:
!
)
"
7
• ". 4
0)
0
i
The scripture reading for the Locust Grove Baptist Church on Frank
Borman, that the mysNr
.
1040 a.m. worship will be Ren- Sunday evening, July 20, and terious
Luna 15 would not get in
y Wright, and scripture read- continuing
Sunday Apollo 11's way indicated that
through
g for the six p.m. service will morning, July 27.
It would leave moon orbit about
David Wright.
Services will be held daily 5 a.m. EDT. But the Soviets gave
Joe Forsee will be conducting Monday through Saturday at no
hint what it might do and
e song service for both wor- 2:30 p.m. and 7:45 p.m.
a- •
US. experts disagreed on wheA Murray State student nas
ip meetings.
The music will be under the ther it would try to land or
charged a Camden, Tennessee
direction of Sherrill Hicks.
simply head back to earth.
man with attempted murder reThe public is cordially invited
Cheek Out LM
suiting from a fracas at the
services.
attend
these
to
During an hour and 36-minute Big Apple, located
This Studebaker Lark which ran off of a bridge en
juet north
against the base of the bridge with resulting damage. The
May 20 Is still in the Clarks River lust south of the Wiswell
of Puryear, Tennessee on Fricar has been stripped of several parts and vandals have fired
Reed. Originally the car was lying on Its side, however high
day, JUIN, 11.
numerous bullets Into it. Three young persons were Iniured
weter has moved the automobile into an upright position
"The Faith We Live" Is the
Albert t_a•ans, Murray state
In the accident last May.
nearer the bridge pilings. Another heavy rain could push it
scrmon subject Chosen by Dr.
student charged in General Ses(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for the
sions Court in Paris, Tennessee
Suiday morning services, at
Friday that Ora Richard Perice.ja and 10:50 at the Fir*
ins, Jr. of Camden, Tennessee,
idnited Methodist Church.
age 22, attempted to kill him
The evening.-Sentices at the
following an argument at the
dwelt have been cancelled
roadhouse near Puryear.
W. P. Williams of Paris, TAdurina July and August in ornessee was recently presented
Perkins is held under :Jolla
The fourteenth traffic acci- Former Attorney General Ro- der that Dr. Dodson can give
of $6,000 and bound over to
a certificate in the "50-Year dent report for the city of bert Matthews, president of the more time to the youth on
the Henry County Grand Jury.
Club" of the Tennessee Press Murray for the month of July Board of Directors of the Ken- Sunday evenings.
A state warrant was issued
Association, for having been in was filed Friday at 3:40 p.
The Senior High Youth FelThe first Ladies Invitational tee off times for the tournatucky Youth Conference, today
after the charge was filed on
the newspaper business for fif by the investigating officers of announced the appointment of lowship will meet at 6:30 p. m. Golf Tournament at The Oaks ment:
Monday.
ty years or more.
the Murray Police Department. Mrs. Don Keller and William A. in the social hall of the edu- Country Club will be held on
Tee No. 1
Nice letter from Mr. and Mrs.
Evans reported that he and
cational
The presentation was accept- No injuries were reported.
building
to
Betty
Wednesday,
view
Rogers,
July
Mabel
7:50
the
23,
Bryant,
both
Mrs.
residents
Mie
of
MurArt Lavender who now live in
ed by his great grandson MiCars involved were a 1964 ray, as Calloway County Repre- film, "These Four Cozy Walls". bel Rogers is chairman of the Thompson, Bobbie Buchanan, some friends were at the Big
Tifton, Georgia.
chael Williams, at the summer Chevrolet two door driven by sentative (s) for the 1969 Con- Larry Suffill will show the film tournament with Maxie Reed Toopie Thomas.
(contented on Page 7.:,-Ose
and help guide the discussion and Doris Rose forming the reconvention of the association at C.hassan Hanna Halasa, Univer- ference.
8:00 Betty Lowry, Virgie WilYou'll remember they lived in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Young sity Station, Murray, and a 1967 The Kentucky Youth Con- which follows.
mainder of the eonunittee.
son, Betty Vowell, Nell Newton.
Hazel. They reported that gettThe Junior High Youth FelWilliams is the son of Mr. and Plymouth two door driven by ference was begun by Matthews
8:10 Virginia Rogers, Idabelle
and
Times
Ledger
ing the
Mrs. Bill Williams, news editor Deanna Elyse Canter of Mur- in 1966 to give Kentucky young lowship will meet Sunday at
The tournament will utilise Neumann, Chris Umbach, Mary
"would be like getting a letter of the
seven
p. m. in the home of Miss the new back nine of the club Anderson.
Postantellgencer at Par- ray Route One.
People a chance to apply their
from home each day".
Nancy Garrison, Oakdale Drive. which will be opened on SaturPolice said the Canter car leadership and
is, Tennessee. Bill Williams' fa8:20 Wanda ?dullinax, Madeimagination
to
ther, W. Bryant Williams, is was backing on the Dairy Queen finding workable solutions to
Lamb, Saundra Edwards,
lyn
day.
Some
is
excellent
golf
antiThey also reported that it was publisher of
the daily news- parking lot sat collided with thelitetilem of juvenile delindisked for efe—dazi ince some Neal Bushait.
—NASHVILLE (UPI)
A rethrough the Ledger and Times paper.
the Halms ear 'that was park- quency in Kentucky. Since that
8:30 Sally Carpenter, Joan quest for construction rights to
outstanding golfers are expectthat Bill Keel, formerly of Mured.
time, the Conference has met
Fowler, Venela Sexton, Gath- build a motel complex on the
ed.
ray and now living in Florida,
Damage to the Chevrolet was with great success and has reeryn Brooks.
moon was filed Friday by Tulearned that the family was livon the left quarter panel and ceived praise from high federal
Women golfers from Fulton, 8:40 Frances Hulse, Betty dor Inns of America with the
ing at Tifton. Bill stopped by to
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Departto the Plymouth on the right government officials, including
Paducah, Metropolis, Kentucky (Continued on Pees Eight)
National Aeronautics and Space
sae them.
rear fender.
J. Edgar -Hoover and former ment of Motor Transportation Village, Paris, Princeton, BenAdministration.
Alex
Commissioner
McIntyre,
Seven
persons
have been in- Secretary of Health, Education
(11DN007901) VIETNAM (FYIton, and the Calloway Country
Mel C. Morris, president of
Their son Ken was the Ledger
jured in accidents in the city and Welfare, Wilbur Cohen. It Jr., announces a hearing will
Club will participate in the tourthe Nashville-based firm, said
and Times carrier in Hazel for TNC) July 14 — Marine Pri- this month. They were Juanita
be
conducted
in
the
matter
of
has attracted national interest
nament along with members of
vate First Class Kennith E.
he believes there will be a need
some time.
the application of David CartBroach, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Pritchett on July, Joe Pat Phil- from Look Magazine and the
Oaks.
for such a motel within 20
er, Paducah, on Sept. 3 at 10:00 The
lips, Janet H. Hough, Beverly Christian Science
Monitor as
Following is the lineup and
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavender are op- H. Broach of 705 Elm Street, Rodgers, Mike
Ernstberger, well as being widely hailed (CDT) in the Courthouse at
"There is a definite need for
erating The Petite Motel on Murray, Ky., is serving with the Marilyn Shell, and Rebecca
Murray.
here in Kentucky.
(09DN005601) ATHENS, GA. a place in which vacationers
Highway 41 Northside and In- Maintenance Battalion, Force Hough on July 4.
This year, the annual confer(FHTNC) July 14 — Navy En-1 may stay so Tudor Inns is planThe application seeks certiiterstate 75 on the business loop, Logistic Command in Vietnam.
ence will be held August 10th cate granting authority as an
sign Ben T. Hogancamp, son ofI ning on constructing a multiThe battalion provides comTifton - ABAC Exit. They would
YQUili rilIN CENTER
through
13th
at
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hogan', million
Western
common
carKen
irregular
route
service
maintenance
for
plete
he
moon complex,"
oe happy for any Calloway
camp of- 1313 Main Street, and
The Youth Teen Center of tuc.ky University in Bowling rier for the transportation of
said
County folks to drop by and equipment used by Marine forcGreen,
and
will
be
husband
of
the
former
Miss
Anattended
homes
in these countby mobile
Morris talked in terms of
LUZON, Philippines — US.
see them when down in that es operating with I Corps, Viet- the First United Methodist more than
800 young people ies: Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle,
drea L. Lassiter of Benton High- building a complex of modular
nam's northernmost tactical Church will be open tonight
Toney
neck of the woods.
Sergeant
Staff
Force
Air
Ballard, McCracken, Graves,
zone.
from eight to eleven p. m. for from throughout Kentucky.
Elwan- way, all of Murray, Ky., WIS rooms connected by underExecutive Director of the Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, A. Murphy, whom wife,
Force Logistic Command is all youth, 13 to 19 years of age.
Unneeded comments.
H. A. graduated from the 26-week Ba- ground tunnels.
daughter
of
the
da,
is
the largest supply, service and Chaperons will be Miss Mary Conference, Lacey T. Smith, sug. I Crittenden, Union, Henderson, Edwards, Union City, Tenn., has sic Qualification Course of the
gests that Calloway Countians Webster, McLean, Daviess, Ohio,
Supply Corps.
When you go get the bottle of maintenance support organiza- Ann Britton, Mrs. William Brit- between
the ages of fifteen and Butler, Warren, Simpson, Lo- received the Air Medal at Clark
Ceremonies were held at the
Corps.
Marine
the
ton, mad Mr. and Mrs. Macon
aspirin and open it "what's the tion in
Philippines.
AB,
eighteen interested in becom- gan, Todd, Christian, Trigg„
US. Navy Supply Corps School,
EUaniamaip.
enMurphy,
matter, have a headache?"
a
Sergeant
flight
ing delegates to the - Confer- Lyon, Caldwell, Muhlenburg,
Athens, Ga.
gineer, was cited for his outence contact Mrs. Keller at and Hopkins.
He studied such subjects as
On returning from a trip "did
and
courairmanship
standing
P. 0. Box 208 in Murray, 753mess management, office proimportiuccessful
Anyone
you all get back?"
raving
and
further inter- age on
The Murray Postoffice will
4408, or William Bryant at Rt
cedures, etail sales operation,
4, Magnolia Drive in Murray, est may contact the Department ant missions under hazardous financial management, corre- be closed all day on Monday,
As you stand in froet of a mirconditions. He is in a unit of
753-5632 as soon as possible cif Motor Transportation.
spondence files and supply and July 21, for the Apollo 11 Moon
ror, tears pouring from one eye
the Pacific Air Forces.
for applications and additional
disbursing. with emphasis 'on Walt, according to Lester Nanand you dab at it with a handThe sergeant has served
Information.
ny, postmaster.
supply
management afloat.
kerchief "get something in your
Vietnam. He attended Chavala
Smith also urges county civic
No delivery of mail in the
He
is
qualified
for
Supply
eye?"
High School, Seale, Ala., and
or county will be made on
city
clubs, churches, school organicompleted requirements for his Corps duties afloat and ashore. Monday, Nanny said.
sations and businesses to show
When your face is contorted
The regular ladies day lun- diploma after entering the Air
their support for Conference
with pain and you grab your leg
efforts 'by offering to sponsor cheon at the Calloway County Force. He also dludied at the
after running Into the coffee
delegates from their area to Country Club scheduled for University of Tennessee.
table "are you hurt?"
Mrs. Murphy's mother, Mrs.
Wednesday, July 23, has been
the August convention.
Arlene Elam, resides at Hardin,
cancelled.
As you cough convulsively while
Women playing golf on that Ky.
eating, gag, and otherwise show
day may bring potluck, but the.
signs of gasping for breath "did
luncheon has been cancelled.
you choke on something?"

:#‘•
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Gerald Ellison To
Dr. John Huffman
Be Sunday Speaket Evangelist At' —
Locust- Grove

MSU Student
Charges
Murder Try

Sermon Subject Is
Announced. Sunday

een&Hear ill w- P. Williama
Around
Murray

Fourteen Accident
is
Presented Certificate Reports Filed For
Month Of July

Oaks Invitational
Set For Wednesday

Murray Residents
Are Appointed To
Youth Conference

Construction Rights
Requested For Moon

Hearing Will Be
Held At Courthouse

Kenneth Broach Is
Serving In'Vietnam

Ben Hogancsunp Is
Navy Basic Grad

Toney Murphy Is
Awarded Air Medal

Postoffice Will Be
Closed On Monday

Luncheon Cancelled
At Calloway Club

Contract Awarded
On Hico Paving

You lose your car keys, then
later come driving up "did you
find your car keys?"
You Wiwi-laboriously out of
war ear drag painfully and
house and col%tow y
lapse in a chair "did you have
a hard day?".
You ere eating olives and you
(Cealinteed is. Page awn,

esorIN T. Lilly, SOO South 16th Street, Professor and
Vico Chairman, Department of Industrial Education, Murray
State University, is shown here In conference with Professor
Rudard A. Jones of the University of Illinois Small Homes
Council-Blulding Research Council. Lilly is attending the
16th Short Course in Residential Construction for Mortgage
Loaders which Is being held July 14 through 1 on the Urbana campus.

Bids have been opened and
the contract awarded for pay•
ing the Cunningham (Rico)
Road from Kentucky 94, approximately 1.7 miles south -of
the Marshall County line, ex
tending in a northwesterly die
ectton for 3.5 Miles.
The low bid was submitted by
the Ashland Oil & Refining
Company (Warren Brothers Division), Gilbertsville, Kentucky.
The low bid was $29,885.20.

WEATHER REPORT
U abed Prom 1.16;insetlessi

Considerable cloudiness and
hot much change in temperatures with a 50 per cent chance
of light showers and thundershowers today through Sunday.
High today 85 with southeasterly winds at 10 miles an hour.
Low 74.

Persons Are Cited
By The City Police

Thirteen persons were cited
by the Murray Police Depart-merit from• eight-a. m: on Yrtday to seven a. in, this morning.
They were seven for speed
ing, one for reckless driving.
two for public drunkenness, two
for not having a city auto sticker, and one for curfew violations, according to the citation
reports.

't

Murray Optimist Club makes presentation of $1
"
00 tio
Murray Baseball Assn. Pictured left to right Is Jim Thompson, representative, Murray Baseball Assn., receiving the
check from Paul Dailey, president and Tommy Marshall,
chairman, Boys Work Cornmittams, Murray Optimist Club.
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Cooper Appointed
By Health Board

JAMES C WITIJAMIi, PUBLISHIR.

CAPITAL
NEST
flf19't 111' 'riff
•••.

Edited by-

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our %Anion. are hot for the bal/
Interest of our readers.

R.L. Cooper, Administrative taught school for seven years
tssistant Calloway County in the Calloway County system
liealth Department, Murray, before entering the public health
lias been appointed by the Mar- service.
shall County Board of Health
He is a member of,the Lions
Is Health program Coordinator Club, Public Health A SSOC or Marshall County. The ap- tion, Sanitarians Association,
Williamsburg, Ky., is getting
pointment was announced by International Association of
plant that will employ 200
new
a
Howard
who
Pal
County Judge
Milk and Food Sanitarians and
construction is
when
persons
fortunate
said, "We feel very
Public Health Administrators
completed next year.
to have a man of Mr. Cooper's Association.
The announcement was made
calibre and experience to acrn 1963 he was awarded the
cept the position."
Kentucky sanitarium Award and jointly by Gov. Louie B. Nunn
Mr. cooper will be in Mar- In the fall of that year was and C. M. Hoover, chairman of
shall County two days each week awarded the International As- "' the board of the Roper Corporaand in Calloway County three sociation of milk and Food San- tion, Kankakee, Ill., which will
days a week. His principal du- itarians Award at a meeting in build the 180,000 square - foot
ties will be administrative,such Toronto, Canada. He has the structure.
as budgeting, staffing, planning distinction of being one of only
A leading manufacturer of gas
programs in both counties and two Kentuckians ever to receive and electric ranges, outdoor gas
wherever possible coordinating the International award.
broilers, chain saws, garden traHe is married and has three
the programs of the two counctors, drapery hardware, rotary
daughters,
two
in
high
and
one
ties.
and other items, Roper
tillers
a
student
at
M.S.U.
Mr. Cooper has been in pubMr. Cooper has already as- will produce dinette furniture
lic health work for 30 years.
in its new facility.
He began his public health ca- sumed his duties at the
reer in Calloway County and has Health Department. He said he
is looking forward to working BARREN RIVER
worked in Calloway most of
the 30 years. In the period be- with the people of Marshall
Preparing to break groundJuly
tween 1946 and '52 he worked County and stated,"We are here
with the Public Health Service for the service we can render." U for the state's new lodge and
in the mosquito control program
related projects at Barren River
Reservoir State Park 13 miles
south of Glasgow on U. S. 31-E,
Governor Nunn said:
by United Press International
"I am delighted to have a part
Today is Saturday, July 19,
in the beginning of this new
the 200th day of 1969 with 165
addition to the finest system
to follow.
of state resort parks in the
The moon is between its new
nation.
phase and first quarter.
"This $2.4 million lodge will
The morning stars are Merserve to attract visitors and vaccury, Venus and Saturn.
ationers from other parts of
The evening stars are Mars
Kentucky and from out of state,
and Jupiter.
bringing in much new money
too,
On this day in history:
stimulate private enterprise
to
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian
in the area."
war began.

Thornton Connell

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT1LER00., MO
Madison Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York N.Y.,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
BUBSCEPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 36, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $530;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Iliewbere $16.00. All service subscriptions $11.00.
"The Oetstaimilpg Chia Asset at a Cemmenity is the
integrity st Its Newspaper°
SATURDAY- 1ULY

A**************

19. 1969
Project Viking will be the last step before a manned landing

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Target: Mars

by each department and agency
for the next biennium.
Forgy said one service performed by his staff during 1968
was to spend an entire night
with the Democratic chairman
and vice chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee, going over records and giving them
data they wanted.

TVA News
Letter

In a statement released at a
press conference held by the
Commission,
Kentucky Crime
Governor Nunn said Kentucky
"can anticipate" $3.1 million in
federal funds to help fight crime
within the state during the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 1970,
To qualify for funds that might
become available, according to
the Governor, state and local
governments must be prepared
to meet the matching formulas
of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act,
Most of the projects in the
Commission's plan, which emphasizes police training and juvenile projects, will be financed
with 60 per cent federal and 40
per cent state or local money.

Mr. R. L. Cooper

Three County
Girls Enter
Purchase Fair

Pander to Reds
For Pandas?

Wash°

Hospital Report

Window

Unusual Affront
Draws Protest
From Traveler

(up!)
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$3.1 MILLION MAYBE

By JOHN C. KRANER
The heavens were Opened, and 'saw visions of God, - Ezekial 1:1.
Central .Press Science Writer
God is much closer to us than we think. He wants us to know Him
THE MAJOR goal of this decade in space, to.land and explore
intimately.
the Moon, has been the greatest scientific-technological feat attempted by man. By 1972, if all goes well, we will have completed 10 landings and be in the process of evaluating data tothe
ward construction of a permanent scientific-logistic base on
C.
lunar surface.
cent interview, NASA AdminiBeyond the three-mission instrator Dr. Thomas Paine said;
terim program of the Earth or"When and if the American
biting Saturn-1 Workshop in
people decide . . . we could now
1971-1972, there are no concrete
be prepared by the 1980s . .
goals and no money for the
it would follow up the developnext decade in space.
ment of our Apollo capability
• • •
and be an outgrowth of our
SEPTEMBER,
the
THIS
nuclear programs."
President, acting on advice
Scientists claim the prize obfrom his space task force
jective in solar system exploragroup, will make a- national
I
tion is Mars They say up-close
Trees are growing on an ad- Conference. Results of the TV policy decision on future objec- study could be the most imin a
reported
are
ject
tives in space.
45,000 STOP
clitiatud 600,000 scree' of land
portant comparison factor Ls
today
released
From what this writer has
in the Tennessee Valley region publication
study
of
Earth's
complex
the
Tomorrow.'
Better
read in the published hearings
at the end of the sevenyear, "Trees for a
Records show that during the
atmosphere and biological sys"This cooperative effort b of congressional science comseven-state "Plant Trees-Grow
last four days of June more than
to
date.
terns
and state and mittees this year 16 volumesJobs" campaign, the Tennessee the governors
• • •
45,000 persons in 15,590 autohelped make 4,000 pages), Space Advisory
In 1941, Premier Josef Stalin
Valley Authority reported to- Federal agencies
mobiles stopped to get answers
REVENUE
UP
Mariner
4
phoIN
JULY
1965
numerit possible to &dist the support Conference Studies and
took over the post of defense
day.
to tourist and travel questions
of news media, civic and indus- ous scientific "white" papers, tographed the Red Planet fro*.
commissar in Russia.
6,000 miles in space. On Jut
Wage and price inflation were at the 1-75 north and south inIn 1967, eighty-two persons,
will try leaders, and organisations," it seems credible to predict that
additional for
it
of
this
yea
30
and
August
4
a
Nixon
will
ask
for
President
held
chiefly responsible by Rev- formation centers at Georgetown
J.
Wagne
including Navy Secretary-elect
prockice enough wood before TVA Chairman A.
new commitment toward an two more Mariners will pass
enue Commissioner James E. staffed by the State Department
report
the
today.
"As
said
John
McNaughton,
were
killed
some
support
to
2000
the year
Mars, ushave even greater goal in the next within 2,000 miles of
when an airliner collided with Luckett and Finance Commiss- of Public Information.
4,300 new high-wage jobs in points out, never before
ing complex sensors and tehdecade of space.
The 8,410 cars going south and
region
in
this
many
people
so
a small plane over North Car- ioner Albert Christen for the
wood products industries, TVA
that
will
see
vision
cameras
The objectives will include a
with headquarters in Benton.
fact General Fund revenue re- the 7,280 headed north are inolina.
,eetimates. These payrolls, and become involved in sudi an in- balanced program of manned objects on the surface to HO
Mr. Cooper received both his
In 1968, James Earl Ray was ceived by the state for the fiscal cluded in a total 1-75 traffic
-esuiting business activity, wo- tensive reforestation program. and unmanned advances with a feet in size.
B.S. and masters Degree from
count for the period of 115,419
significant
"There
are
still
uld provide the equivalent of
This summer contracts were Murray State University. He extradited from Britain to Mem- year ending June 30 exceeded
major goal of landing astroautos, Of this number, 61,529
estimates by 1.17 per cent.
phis, Tenn.
the ecencenic base and needed amounts of land within the Val- nauts on the surface of Mars signed with NASA for Projett
Budget Director Lawrence E. were southbound 53,890 northA thought for the day Viking, designed to send tiro
to support a city of nearly 25,- ley which should be used to by the mid 19808.
Plant Trees--Grow Jobs," Wag• • •
Sir Philip Sidney said: "They Forgy, Jr., explained why the bound.
orbiters and two landing cap000 people.
ner said. "We hope this reforare never alone that are ac- total revenue of $487,159,9'75 was
IN 1950 Wernher von Braun sules to Mars in 1973, this time
estation wort will continue so foresaw the first landing on the In search for life. On board
companied by noble thoughts." $5.6 million over the estimate DIXIE HIGHWAY
ste•tes
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that the people of the Valley Moon by 1970 followed by an equipment will be such sophistithe "unbudgeted surplus," was
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benefit from their landa
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ment in a step-by-step developprovision in the 1968 appropria- Fort Knox was inspected from an
the 1962 Southern Governors'
ment of manned spaceflight
SCIENTISTS still feel there is
tion bill Which authorized the Army helicopter by a group inwithin our solar system.
a rare possibility of finding
expenditure of as much as $5 cluding State Highway CommissWe interviewed Dr. von water vapor near or in some of
ADULTS 81
million of any surplus on capital ioner Eugene Goss July 8 with a
a
Braun on the possibility of
NURSERY 2
the larger surface craters,
view of improving driving conconstruction.
1982 Mars flight. In part, this hence life in some form.
ditions as soon as possible.
was his answer: "Whether
ADMISSIONS
The exploration and exploitaOthers in the party were JeffFEDERAL ASSIST
manned missions to the planets
tion of the Moon may or may
erson County Judge E. P. SawThirty young ladies from
will be adopted as national
not temporarily stop, but the
Jesse Patterson, Box 61, Hazarea
Purchase
the Jackson
A grant of $304,000 by the yer, Jefferson County Works Dirgoals depends on many things,
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- A only one rands known in exis- Including economic, political direction of our new found have entered the 1969 Jackson el; Mrs. Nelda Wiggins, Rte, 2, U. S.
Office of Economic Oppor- ector Sammie Lee and Maj. Gen,
San Francisco man wants the tence outside the Communist and technological factors . . ." science and technology seems Purchase District Fair Queen Murray; Master Alan Hill, Rte.
tunity to the Kentucky Commiss- James Sutherland, commanding
launching
us
into
the
bent
on
Duncan,
Wanda
Murray;
Miss
U.S. Government to nudge the countries. That is Chi-Chi of the
Tues- 6,
"I think that it is essential,
be
ion on Human Rights "will give officer at Fort Knox.
solar system. .Today's most contest to
bamboo curtain aside just wide London Zoo.
if we mean to restore our posi8 p. m. at May- Rte, I, Dexter; David Fitts, 706 us a chance", said Galen Martin, Sawyer said after the flight,
visionary predictions may seem day, July 22, at
enough to let a Giant Panda
Lucido thinks the Giant tion of pre-eminence in space, timid and conservative in the field Fairgrounds during the Meadow Lane, Murray; Carl Ray, commission director, "to dem- cut short by a storm, that "the
through from China.
Panda expedition might even be that we adopt some firm, long- 21st century of solar transpor- second night of the fair here. 404 So. 9th, Murray; Mrs. Celia onstrate that a state human righ- commissioner asked us to come
Burt Lucido believes it is a a means of improvin4 political range plans for manned explor- tation.
The present contestants, re- Crawford, 308 No, 8th, Murray; ts agency can assist those who to Frankfort with a proposal."
shame there is not a single Giant relations with Red China. The ation of the planet Mars," Dr.
presenting five counties, are: Noble Crick, Rte. 1, Farmington; have been the victims of housing
Panda in the United States, al- Chinese love animals and might von Braun concluded.
Janis Ann Carter, Carlisle Co- Mrs. Bulah Kendall, 305 So. 8th, segregation."
CAUTION URGED
END OF SERIES
On this same subject in a reunty; Carla Hamilton, Cheryl Murray; Mrs. Minnie Gaebel,
though the animals are available be glad to exchange a few Giant
The grant will be used to help
Hurley and Barna Marie Kolb, 500 Whitnell, Murray; Roy Kelso,
in the eastern Himalayan foot- Pandas for species from North
Miners and mine operators
Negro families in Louisville an•
Pamela Rte, 1, Hazel:
County;
McCracken
hills of China.
America.
Lexington who want to move into were urged by Governor Nunn
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"Anyway," be sayri,
better housing in desegregat•• and Mines and Minerals CommSue Koonce, Ruthie Toon, Rita
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Panda expedition.
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Congress will
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Friday,
12th, Murray; Mrs. Amelia Ford,
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Rail, Marshall County.
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to
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be reprimanded. Even if a mem- if all full-bosomed women are
some to bring back for American
ips, Rte. 6, Murray; Raymond
So said State Budget Director period of 1963-66, State Highway
ber should raise the question forced to strip to the waist by calling 247-7126 or 747-1285 in
Phelps, 410 So. 8th , Murray; Lawrence E.
zoos. He believes the project
of illegal meetings, either the United States Customs offi- Mayfield.
Forgy, Jr. in ann- Commissioner Goss told the Dowould pay for itself through sal
Tom Butler, WPSD-TV news William Davidson, 221 So. 11th, ouncing he will readily supply wntown Kivaanis Club in Louisspeaker of the House or the cials.
Thief
Thorough
of the animals at $50,000 each.
She made her inquiry to Sen- director, will be master of cere- Mayfield; Herman Lassiter, Rte a joint legislatiye committee with ville.
presiding officer of the Senate
TULSA, Okla.(UPI) -- A banThe last Giant Panda alive i
Goss added that during the four
will follow custom and rule the ator Sam J. Ervin Jr.(D-N.0 ) monies for the beauty pageant. 4, Murray; Mrs. Polke Starks, money figures relating to the
the United States was Mci-Lan dit who robbed a chain store in objection out of order.
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after experiencing the ordeal Mrs. Martha Scharmahorn, Ben- 216 Irvan, Murray; Johnie Carr- 1970-72 state budget
when
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Flower) in Chicago Tulsa didn't overlook much.
when she landed recently at ton, at the organ, and a rock oll (Expired), Rte. 6, Murray: start becoming
Too Creaky
available in Oct- department has been reorganized
Brookfield Zoo. She died in Officers said his loot included a
and the salaries of engineers
In 1964, Congress was weary Dulles Airport near Washing- and roll band, "The People's
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paper bag full of redeemable after spending the World War ton on her retiirrilrom an Eu- Choice", will provide the musi1953 at the age of ts There
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Mayor
caps.
cal entertainment for the event.
11 years in almost constant ses- ropean trip.
by the committee is the amount ion of professional engineers in
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In relating the incident, Er• C. *
sion. It also realized many of
of the appropriation requested the state merit system.
Uruguay
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. MONTEVIDEO,
Its procedures were too creaky vin said the woman, whom he I
would not identify, was taken
(UPI). - Bus drivers here are
for modern requirements.
Hatch
Swedes Lie Wine
more conservative about clothAfter an exhaustive series of to an office by two women Down the
- ing than police are.
ANNAPOLIS, Md.
STOCKHOLM (UPI) - Since hearings and ievestigations, it officials because "someone"
thought she looked as if she
Mayor General. Bartolome
Marylanders consumed enough
World War II, Swedes have drunk beget the congressional reorgamight have something contwice as much wine as spirits, nization act of 1948 requiring
distilled spirits, wine and beer Herrera recently urged that men
cealed beneath her blouse. She
0 4 t AS let
to yield $1,396,784. refused entry to' buses because
making the country one of the among other things that except was then
told to take off her in January
national
emergency,
Confor
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largest wine-consuming nations
in
13
jacket, blouse and underThere's
in the world. During 1968 Swedes gress should adjourn each year clethes.
comptroller, of the Maryland plain to the police.
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no law against wearing shorts
treasury.
all
"Are
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womThe law is still on the books
compared with 14 million gallons
in Montevideo, the mayor said.
en to be subjected to this sort
although Congress promptly forof hard liquor.
of indignity," she asked in her
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diction in the myriad commitSasted Mints
physical structtire, taltbn aside
WORCESIER, England (U PI)- tees that sprouted uncontrolled
and asked to undress constiCouncilman Dennis Peters says, over the years and both the tutes an
indignity I find pecuMO el
eNtitA
riders will have to sit downstairs Hoosesand Senate did some cut- liarly
"PHIIP
offensive."
MtIP
in lacaLiknihkdtrit
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the vehicles pass a housing devel- ceeded to divide the reduced
Treasury,Secretary David M.
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opment where second floor ten- nwnber of full committees mto
Kennedy he said. "for myself,
ants complain they are watched subcommittees so that within
would rather see one smugoutinUll ellin am n lxxi
4rom-the buses' upgler escape rather than have
stain win ws.
100 American travelers
Introducing All fAseerew
"It has been very embarras~aft War as tP.•
lake Texorna on Oklahoma's stripped and searched on the
sing;" Mid one tenant, Alan southern border covers 93,080 Mare suspicion they might be
• SUGGESTED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES •
A MOW KELM TEOMICKOR•
trying to Smuggle something
Bowkett
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through Customs."
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CINCINNATI UPI - Willie Mays, the grand old man of active
All-Star competitors will make
his 16th appearance'
in the midseason classic when he joins 10
other stars to complete the National League squad in Washington Tuesday night.
St. Louis Cardinal manager
Red Schoendienst today named
the 11 non-starters to the squad.
The starts, with the exception
of pitchers, were selected by players and coaches.
Schoendienst did not pick any.
body from his own Cardinals.
Instead , he named Roberto Clemente of Pittsburgh, Pete Rose

BOATING
By J ACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - From
the ditty bag:
-The American Boat and
Yacht Council has worked out a
formula from which can be determined the minimum distance
ahead a helmsman should be
able to see on a boat capable of
speeds in excess of 10 miles per
hour. The formula, with L equal
to the overall length of the vessel: XL 13-(L-16)1. For example, for a 20-foot boaL
X=20 13420-16)(.02)1
X=20 1344)(.02)1
X=20 13-.0131
X=20 (2.921
X=58.4 feet
"
1-

-No reason was. given but
insiders speculate economic factors were involved in England's
iv
-itlicirawal as a challenger for
the America's Cup in 1970. This
leaves it up to France and Australia to fight it out in elimination trials next summer for the
right to race the defending
American YachL
-Believe it or not., beer cans
can menace chains on permanent
offshore moorings, according to
a veteran Atlantic Coast marina
operator. He reports that punctured beer cans thrown overboard at a mooring can, if they
come to rest by a chain, start an
electro-chemical
action that
sometimes will eat through a
chain in less than a year.
- The American Water Ski
.Aasociation's‘1969 Nationals will
be held Aug. 21-24 in Berkeley
Aquatic Park, a man-made lagoon adjacent to San Francisco
Bay. The location has been the
site .of numerous tournaments
over the past few years, with
seven sanctioned meets being
held there this year alone..
--For fishermen: A new device calkd a "Buzz Ray" which
is designed to rock with the motion of the water, send out seductive sounds and flashing light
rays and, according to the inventor, attract fish from half a
mile away. Then there's a new
depth-sounding kit
portable
which can be hooked up on a
boat's transom in a matter of
minutes and is a big aid in determining the nature of the bottom
and in locating fish school&
-The ABYC also has established a standard in answer to
another oftenaaked guts/ion: If
a boat has a permanently installed fuel system, how fire
resistant must the components
be? The answer: The system,
and all individual components.,
as installed in the boat dull be
capable of withstanding a 2-%
minute exposure to free burning
fuel, of the type for which the
system is designed, without causing a failure that would result
in liquid or vapor leakage..

of Cincinnati and Rusty Staub
of Montreal to join San Francisco's senior citizen.
Added to the infield were Ernie
Banks and Glenn Beckert of Chicago, Lee May and Tony Perez
of Cincinnati and Denis Menke of
Houston.
Catchers Randy Hundley of
eventually.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Chicago and Chris Cannizzaro
"They always had the talent
UPI Sports Writer
of San Diego round out the 28and Durocher put it all together.
man squad.
NEW YORK UPI - Ballplayers Player-wise, I'd have to say the
The starting lineup for the say they never root, but they do. Cubs' success revolves around
NL against the American League
Maybe not with the same pizz- Santo, Williams and Banks. Thewill be Willis illcCdVey, San as and vinegar Dick Selma em- se guys have knocked in 300 runs
Francisco, Iti; Felix Milan, At; ploys leading Wrigley Field's among them. You can't say enou•
lanta, 2B; Don Kessinger, Chi- Bleacher Bums, but a majority er. I saw 'em both in the minOrs.
cago SS; Ron Santo, Chicago 3B; pull quietly for their particular They worked and worked and
worked. Like no two guys you
Johnny Bench, Cincinnati, C; Ha- favorites anyway.
It doesn't matter whether a ever saw, They made therdselves
nk Aaron, Atlanta, of; Matty
Alou, Pittsburgh , of; Cleon Jon- player is in the superstar class into ballplayers."
Cowan remembers the day the
like Al Kaline, whether he's a
es New York, of.
'The nine pitchers Schoendien- spot starter and reliever like Cubs traded him to the Mets,
st named include Tom Seaver and Selma or whether he's a pinch- It was during January 1965 and he
Jerry Koosman of New York, Bob hitter and part-timer like Billy got a call at his home in Phoenix
Gibson and Steve Carlton of St. Cowan, he still roots a little. at 6:30 in the morning from Bob
Al Kaline roots for Ernie Ban- Kennedy, the Cubs' manager with
Louis, Juan Marichal of San
Francisco, Phil Niekro of Atlan- ks to get into a World Series, whom he had a date to play golf
ta, Larry Dierker of Houston, and considering how good Kaline that same afternoon.
Bill Singer of Los Angeles and felt when he finally landed in his
Kennedy told him he had bees
Grant .Jackson of Philadelphia. first one after 15 years, it's traded to the 10th place Mets,
The Cardinal skipper also re- easy to understand the way he then inquired:
vealed that Chicago manager Leo feels about Banks.
"You still wanna play golf
Likewise, Selma's chief root- with me?"
Durocher and Cincinnati manager Dave Bristol will serve as ing interest isn't much of a
"Hell yes," Cowan said. A
mystery because he not only is half hour later the outfielder
All-Star coaches.
a member of the Chicago Cubs received another call. This one
but vividly demonstrates how he came from Bing Devine, mei
feels about them at every given assistant
manager with
en
the s
itant geral
opportunity.
Now - Billy Cowan is another
"You're going to be the center
matter. He really has something fielder," Devine told Cowan.
of a problem about which club "I'm trading for you with the
he'd like to see come home first same thought I had when I traded
in the National League East, the for Lou Brock,"
Cubs or the Mets. He played
It was a good thought. Some.
for both.
how it never worked out. Billy
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Cowan is with the Yankees Cowan understands and there is
UPI Sports Writer
now and one thing he gets straight no resentment inside him toward
right away is that they're first anyone. He'd like to see the Caber
Whether it's the weather or and foremost with him, which win but won't be that unhappy if
hardening of the arteries, the makes some sense because they- the Mets do.
veterans just can't seem to get 're the ones who sign his payBallplayers say they never
in the mood to play football. checks.
root. They always do. A little,
It is, after all, only July, and
Choosing between the Mets and 'anyway.
the heroes are wearing fielder's Cubs, though, is a tougher pro- !
gloves and space helmets, not, position for Cowan.
"I signed with the Cubs origshoulderpads.
The player's reluctance weigh- inally and I enjoyed being with
-ed heavy upon pro football offic- the Mets so it's hard to say
ials, two Los Angeles Rams re- who I'd like to see win between PEANUTS
tired, two houston Oilers quit them," he says. "Let's say I'd
and dissatisfied Oakland Raider prefer the Cubs to win but 1
split end Fred Biletnikoff report- wouldn't be heartbroken if the
ed unsigned to talk contract with Mets do." .
Was there any special reason
General Manager Al Davis.
Safety man Claude Crabb "and for his wanting the Cubs to win,
running back Tommy Watkins, like maybe he was crazy about
both seven-year NFL veterans, Leo Durocher?
Billy Cowan laughed.
left the Rams' camp, along with
wide receiver Claudis James, "Bob Kennedy was the manawho failed his physical because ger when I was there in 64," he
of a bad knee.
said. "I can't pin-point any reas-on why I would like to ..see them
Manager For Athletes
win. I think simply because I
signed with the Cubs. Andthey've
Crabb said he plans to be- been down so long."
come a business manager for
How 'about the Mets? They havathletes while Watkins did not en't won too many pennants, eithannounce future plans.
er.
The Oilers lost rookie guard "That's true," Gowan said.
Roger Coverson, who decided "They've been down a long time,
to take a coaching job, and tight too. Chicago, at least, was the
end Bill Halley, who plans a busplace I got a chance to play
business career with his father after regularly. When I first came to
being bothered by knae_ troubles the Mets they said I was gonna
for more than a year.
play center field regularly. I
The Green Bay Packers also don't think I ever played a full
encountered personnel problems week stretch."
as veteran fullback Ben Wilson
Cowan, who put in four years
and rookie Perry Williams of In the Cubs' organization, says
Purdue failed to report.
he always felt they would win
Wilson, who missed all last
season with an injured leg, was
The Standings1
placed on the reserve roster in
hopes that he would try to play
this year while Williams, impressive in rookie camp earlier
this slimmer, had team officials
puzzled over his absence.
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Pro Football Is
Starting Slow

Namath To
Sell Club
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PONY LEAGUE BASEBALL
July 17, 1969
By W. G. Cutchin
(Three Games Scheduled)
020 400— 6 3 3
Dodgers
823 041-18 7 4
Astros
Thurmond and Hosford; Raines and Cathey.
Astro Gary Dick made three
hits, including a bases loaded
triple.

201 600 6-15 8 3
Indians
413 200 2-12 11 8
Mets
Parker, R. Lane (1) D. Lane
(5) W, and Solomon; Recker and
— The sit- Dibble.
NEW YORK
Indian Danny Hudspeth made
uation had gotten out of hand
singles and two doubles.
for Joe Namath. He admitted two
as much while sitting at the
000 001 01-2 1 1
Astros
long wooden table under the
010 000 00-1 2 3
Phils
glare of the television lights
Hughes, Raines (8), and Cawith the very man who 1,,id
they.
forced him to make his big
Thompson, Hewitt (8), and Rydecision to "unretire."
an.
At first it had seemed so
agreement
executive
By
simple. Pro football Commis- Raines was allowed to pitch
sioner Pete Rozell ordered in the third game of the day.
Namath to sell his interest in Johnson walked for the Astros
his bar, Bachelors III, if he in the 8th. Howard missed Rywanted to keep playing foot- an's peg at 2nd with the ball
ball.
going into centerfield and JohnIn a teurful press conference son scored.
at the bar on June 6, Jo e
Raines and the Astros had
Namath announced that he wo- won the second game of the
uld give up his football career day.
rather than sell the bar.
The 1969 season was comThe Jets asked Joe Namath pleted with the Thursday games.
to come back. Although he still The Murray Pony League all
doesn't think he clA anything stars will meet the Madisonville
wrong, Bachelors III will pass All Stars here on Wednesday,
out of Joe Namath's hands July 23, at seven p. m.
within 10 days.
The Murray all stars are Mike
Although the 26-year-old qua- Cathey, Terry Doss, Johnny
rterback ccmplied completely Hewitt, Dale (Bubba) Hughes,
with Rozelle's demands, the Su- Glen Jackson, George Landolt,
per Bowl hero added, "I want Denny Lane, Ray Lane, Larry
to stress that I am not doing Lockhart, Bob Pinkston, Del
this because there is anything urcell, Joe Resig, Mike Ryan,
wrong with Bachelors 311. But Rickie Scarbrough, and D a n
because of the publicity th Thompson. Bill Wells is the
it has received and the -stgries manager and Norman Lane is
that have circulated about it, the coach.Mr. Rozelle and I thought it
would be best if I divested myMaury Wills set a major
sel of my share of the club in
league record la4, stealing 1CI4
the best intere:sts of profesbases for the Los Angeles Dodsional football."
gers in 1962.
Majestic Prince, which won
Joe Maggio collected a tothe 1969 Kentucky Derby, is
trained by Johnny Longden, tal of 91 hits during his record
56-game hitting streak of 1941.
sinningest jockey in history.

This year for the first time
in history area softball teams
will participate in Spitball Association of America Slow Pitch
Tournaments.
The District 1 and Regional 1
tournaments will be held in Mayfield beginnning Saturday, July
26th.
Any adult softball team in the
counties of Graves, Hickman,and
Carlisle is eligible to enter the
District 1 Tournament beginning
.
,ere on saturda.Y. July 26th.
The regional tournament will
be composed of the first and
second place teams from Districts 1 through 4 which includes 18 counties.
District 2 includes Ballard,
McCracken, Livingston, Calloway and Marshall counties, Un-

ion, Henderson, Webster, and
Hopkins counties comprise District 4. Crittendon, Lyon, Trigg,
Christian and Caldwell counties
are in District 3.
The regional tournament will
begin here on Friday, August
8th, and will be completed during that weekend.
All teams must enter the district 1 Tournament by July 22th
in order to compete-.
To enter, a team should contact District Commissioner Don
Green, telephone number 2477204, or Tex Reed, 247-6429,
both of Mayfield.
Tournament winners will advance through the district, regional, state and national tournaments. One entry fee of $.25 is
required. All tournament play
will be double elimination.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
HWY

94, ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE PH 753 6685

GIL G.
HOME Pt-t

Hoi4OH. ..

JOHN 0 GROGAN

436.5890

753 2985

HAZEL CAFE
NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
—
I. C. Gallimore
—

by Charles M. Schulz

ON NEVER PO /WRUNG!ALL

iti3U EVER PO 15 JOST5TAND
THERE!YOU DRIVE El/SNOOPY
CRAZY,CHARLIE BROWNS I'M
50 MAD I COULD SCREAM!
I AM SCREAMING!!!

AND DON'T YOO
GIVE ME ANY
TROuDLE WI

WHAT DOI
X ? LUHAT'5
601146 ON?

I JUST PAS5ED
OUT...I'M 5TILL
STAND1N6,
I'VE PASSEDOUT..

by Ernie Bushmiller

r

Abbie 'N Slats

r

Cannot Make Trade

Boston Patriots' ,Coach Clive
Rush, responding to a report
that his No. 1 draft choice was
being peddled to the Oakland
Raiders said no agent or lawyer
can legally make a trade for a
client.
Rush said split end Ron Sellers
of Florida State, who had been
unable to come to terms With the
Patriots, cannot be contacted by
the Oakland club without the RaidAnnouncement has been ers being'guilty of tampering."
made of a Nov. 15 deadline for The Chicago Bears, meanwhile,
submission of entries for the an- solved their differences with Annual National Gold Cup Awards dy Livingston by trading the
for Boating Safety. The awards, injury-plagued running back to
origimated in 1957 and spon- the New Orleans Saints for an
sored by Kiekhaefer Mercury, undisclosed draft choice.
will be presented next January
Livingston, a promising rushduring New York's National er as an NFL sophomore in1965,
Boat Show to leaders in three had been bothered by a knee incategories: a community or jury until last season, when disgroup; a magazine, newspaper, utes with the bears' managemeradio or TV station; and a gov- nt kept him sidelined most of
ernmental agency on any level. the time.
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SLATS__ A HUGE CAR
HAS STOPPED OuT THERE
AN TWO PEOPLE IN IT
ARE STARING AT
SOMETHING THEY
SEE HERE.
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TO THINK WE'VE COVERED
49 STATES AND RIGHT
HERE ;IN THE LAST ONE
WE RiNC0 iT
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Carolyn Colley Is
Honored At Shower i Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
At Bard Home

qillr•

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

oistamit_

miss Carolyn Colley brideelect of Eddie Grogan of Murray, was honored recently with
a miscellaneous shower given
in the home of Mrs. Eugene
Bard of Fulton with Mrs. William Smith as co-hostess. The
guests arrived about 7:30 and
were ...greeted at the register
by Miss Julie Ann Bard.
The hostess presented Miss
Colley with a corsage of kitchen gadgets.
The beautiful home of Mrs.
Saturday, July 11
After all the guests arrived
Henry Fulton at 1216 Dogwood
A delightful courtesy extend.
be
Luau
will
Hawaiian
and were seated the group en- ed to Miss Janith Louise Jones, An
Drive was the scene of the
joyed several contests. One per- bride-elect of William Richard held at the Calloway County Coke party held in compliment
tained to the packing of Car- Wilson, was the patio breakfast Country Club at 7180 p.m. with to Miss Janith Louise Jones,
olyn's bags for her honeymoon. held on Thursday, July 17, at Polynesian food by House of August 17th bride-elect of WilGrace and music by Jack Stal- liam Richard Wilson, on Weil
Mrs. William Greer was the nine o'clock in the morning,
Make reservations by noon nesday afternoon, July 16.
cup.
Winner of this contest with the
Mrs. Charles Hoke and Mrs.
17 with Messrs and
gift being presented to the ho- Marvin
Mrs. Fulton, Mrs. M. C. Ellis,
Wrather
were
the on July
Forrest,
Gaylord
noree. The next contest was charming hostesses for the Mesdames
DEAR ABBY: I am 42 and Sam is 57. We have been
Mrs. James D. Cloptou, Mrs.
planning a menu from the name special event held at the Hoke James C. Hart, John Irvan, Eu- Cecil Farris, and Mrs. Buist
married for nearly three years. This is the second marriage
gene Flood, or Stanford Hen- Scott were the gracious hosGrogan. Many funny dishes home on Keeneland Drive.
for both of us. I have two children by my first husband.
rickson.
contest.
this
suggested
in
were
tesses for the prenuptial occaschose
to wear
Sam is an executive and a big stockholder with a very
The bride-elect
•• •
The last contest was cleverly for the occasion a white and
ion.
important company. He works 12 hours a day, 6 days a week,
Sunday, July 20
arranged in the shape of a wed- red pant dress and was presentFor the event the honoree
and some weeks he works 7. Sam is a man obsessed with his
ding cake and had to be- filled ''ed a corsage of white daisies by
chose to wear from her trouswork. You would think the business would fall apart if he
in with the names of various the hostesses. They also presentOpen house will be held st seau a white linen dress trimmdidn't do everything himself.
kinds of cakes. The winner of ed her with a lovely wedding the old Calloway County Court ed with black and black accesAltho we have a lovely home we have practically no
this contest was Mrs. Carthel gift.
House from two to five p.m.
sories. She wore a hostesses'
•••
social life. I have tried every way I know to get Sam to
Boulton who also presented the
gift corsage of white daisies.
Mrs. Hoke greeted the guests,
prize to the honoree.
relax, but he doesn't know how, and doesn't want to learn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Key will
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, mother
at the door and were asked to
decoratwas
The Bard home
My question: What kind of life is this for me? And what
sign the bridal book before thea. observe their golden wedding of the bride-elect, Mrs. J. LS
ed with flowers, wedding bells went to the patio.
anniversary with a reception at Wilson, mother-in-law to be of
will our relationship be like when the children are grown and
and a bride on the table, where
Card tables on the patio were their home from two to five the bride-elect, and Mrs. Carl
gone?
SAM'S WIFE
many lovely and useful gifts covered with yellow and white p.m. All relatives and friends Lockhart, grandmother of the
were placed.
DEAR WIFE: From your letter, I would say that by the
bride-elect, were also presented
floral cloths and centered with are invited to attend.
After the gifts were opened, shasta
-• •
_ s
time your children are "grown and gone," your husband
daisy
corsages of white daisies by
arrangements.
the guest were served punch Place cards were informally tied
Twilight golf will be held at the hostesses.
won't be around, either. Men who are obsessed with their
and cake by Miss Julie Bard.
Refreshments were served
don't
know
to each napkin roll with brighlt the Calloway County Country
work and
how to relax, usually leave rich widows.
Those attending and sending yellow cord.
Club at four p.m. with Mr. and from the beautifully appointed
gifts were:
A delightful breakfast of can- Mrs. Jack Belote as golf hosts. dining room table covered with
DEAR ABBY: We owe everybody in town. I can hardly
The honoree Miss Carolyn taloupe filled with colorful Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Farris will a green linen cloth caught at - IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE- Debbie Lichenegger. 14, puts the
hold my head up. Every time I hear a knock on the door I'm
Colley, her mother, Mrs. John fruit __on_white _ironstone_ was he hosts for the potluck supper intervals with yellow daisies, finishing touches on a sign calculated to attract more people
to the Trevose - Methodist Church in Trevose, Pa. 'Standing
afraid somebody has come to take something back. We
Cohey, Mrs. Lula COIlly, Ws. served. Dainty ham sandwiches at seven p.m.
and centered with a yellow dai• •
bought everything on time and are behind on all our
tel Oliver, Mrs. Carthel Bout- and coffee cake were passed by
beside her is the Rev. Reid W. Stroud.
sy arrangement. Cokes were
ton, of Dresden, Tennessee, the hostesses.
payments. Me still owe the doctor ftr bringing our baby into
Wednesday, July 23
base
silver
glass
served from a
Mrs. Leon Grogan, mother of
the world aR the "baby" is three years old.
'Fresh cut floral arrangements
punch bowl and silver trays
Mrs.
Murray,
groom-elect
of
the
The regular ladies day lun- were used for the other refreshwere used at vantage points
My husband works steady, believe it or not. And
William Greer, Mrs. Virginia throughout the lovely. home.
cheon at the Calloway County ments.
overtime, too. He's no ladies' man, drinks only beer, and as
Davis, Mrs. Cleatus Wilbanks,
Twelve guests were included Country Club has been cancellThe guests signed the bride's .a 011•0••• MO•MN GIB•NM MP•NM a• ••••11M MI•m• •IM •om. • me • e•m• , ke
far as I know, he doesn't gamble, so will you please tell me
OM =El o•m •11M, OM MEI 40 ••• 4•Em
1MM. ••••
,1=• iM• •IM
Mrs. Carlie Bell, Mrs. Charles. in the hospitality:- "
MO= •
ed.
„ook at a round table overlaid
where his money goes? Thank you.
,Mrs.
Johns, Miss Nonna Johns,
cloth
length
floor
Mrith a green
NERVOUS IN JERSEY
I. T. Burrow, Miss Susan Burand centered with an arrange- !I!
row, Mrs. David Phelps, Mrs.
DEAR NERVOUS: Why don't you ask him? And tell him
ment of yellow rosebuds in an
Ill
HolMrs.
Harold
Colley,
Doran
•
antique crystal container.
that be is legally as well as morally responsible for your
liday, Mrs. John Farabough,
Colorful daisy arrangements
support, and if you want to get rough, you can go to his
Miss Mabel Smith, Mrs. Jimmie
used at vantage points
were
employer and arrange to have part of his check sent directly
Clements, Mrs. Jim Clements,
throughout the lovely home.
(ITP1)
route
from
N.J.
Paris
to
BORDENTOWN,
London
in
to you.
Mrs.4 Bert Golden and Miss
The bride-elect was Tresented
- Few know today that the first 1786, and hundreds mourned the
Julie Bard.
wedding gift by the hoslovely
a
sculptor of note in America was valiant Quaker who had
DEAR ABBY: My daughter, at the age of 19, is divorced
patriots, a devout contributed so much to the tesses.
for
the
spy
a
• ••
after 9 months of marriage and has gone back to using her
success of the new American
Quaker - and a woman.
III
maiden name with a "Miss" in front of it.
_
Patience Lovell Wright, who Republic.
I don't think she has any business calling herself a
III
grew up in this rural community
Ill
"miss" again after being married and divorced. I can
in the mid-1700's, used to Tornado-Trout.
understand how she would prefer it, being so youngjut
entertain friends by moulding
Ili)ULDER,,,lo.
Pi) didn't she forfeit this right once she got married?
Miss Gina Starks, daughter of
III
Menke likenesses of them out be Walter Gneiser and his family'
Mrs. E. W. Riley opened her clay 4air bread scraps. But when
She is now working at a new job and using her maiden
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Starks, and
decided
to find a sari:ir place to
Circle
for
the
of
Sha-Wa
daughter
home
on
Warren,
name. Can she get into trouble doing this?
her husband died in 1769 she live after a 1%5 tornado leveled Miss Lisa
meeting of Circle I of the Waz
and Bill
ANONYMOUS MOM
turned to sculpting for a* their Fridley.. Minn.. home. Now Mrs. Carol Warren
men's Society of Christian SerWarren, attended the last sesslivelihood.
they re not so sure they made
DEAR ANONYMOUS:T Your daughter should ask her
vice of the First United Meion at Longview Riding Camp,
Wax busts of important si
the right move.
thodist Church held on Tueslawyer if she can "get into trouble" by using her maiden
Inc., at Stamping Ground, Ky.
were in fashion in that era and
A second twister nearly deday, July 15, at two o'clock in
While there the girls particiname with "Miss" in front of it without some legal
a year of turning molished their split-level here rewithin
the afternoon.
pated in various activities inprocedure.
Mrs.
Wright
had
professional,
cently . Gneiser, an engineer,.says cluding a swim meet, tennis
The circle chairman, Mrs. DaIt would appear that your daughter made a bad marriage
herself as one of the Iiis co-workers have
vid Henry, presided at the meet- established
calculated tournament, canoe trip, and on
while young, recognized it, and got out of it with a minimum
"hit" on both the possibility
ing and opened with a poem, best. She was a
of such a coin- the final day of camp the horse
sculpting
Atlantic,
III
of battlescars, for which she should be commended. If she
the
"Others". She introduced the sides of
cidence as one in 20 billion. His show and farewell campfire durBenjamin
luminaries
as
suet
wants to "bury" her past, that's her privilege, but I agree,
Ill
Bailey:
guest speaker, Mrs. Jack
insurance.companv hopes they'n ing which awards were presentshe should do it legally, to keep her skirts clean.
Mrs. Bailey gave the devotion Franklin, George Washington right;
lit
ed.
• • •
on the subject, "Vitamins For and William Pitt.
The firm (State Farm Fire
When the Revolutionary War
OHO
Faith Deficiency". Her inspirCONFIDENTIAL TO 'POOR EXAMPLE" IN COLDand Casualty)paid 'S27,633 fen
broke out, Mrs. Wright would
"Renewal
on
was
program
ing
the
damage caused by the first
WATER, MICH. That's a poor excuse. Train your children in
III
Haru Castleberry Aciams of III
Mk
of Faith For Exciting and Trou- keep her ears open even as she tornado and estimates the latest Murray Route One, has been
the way you know you should have gone ream& Providence
III
Ill
worked on sculpting, and sent
blesome Times".
loss at about S19,000.
its-missed from the Western
will take care of the rest.
III
During the social hour re- what she heard to Benjamin
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
*
*
*
HOSE
III
freshments were served by the
•••
Ill
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Seamless, Seamless
hostesses, Mrs. Riley, Mrs. Lu- Franklin, the rebels' ambassador No-Show PublicDulaney
of
Tokyo,
Miss
Hilda
reply write to Abby. Box 69700, Les Angelos1,-CaL--91••1, and ther Jackson. Mrs. Cletus -Robill
titL- 4`7V: t/kir—(UF1j
to France.
Japan, and Mrs. Lessie Pickard
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
III
inson, and Mrs. Hallet Dunn, to
Mrs. Wright hoped to return 1 committee charged with are visiting Mrs. Pickard's sis&UPON GOOD SUNDAY, JULY 20, 'II
III
the seventeen members and four to Bordentown from Europe, holding public hearings on poster, Mrs. Ola Douthitt George
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Lbet9 1 . .. 1 Coupon Per Forolly
Ill
visii,ors, Mrs. Ernest Bailey, Mrs. where she had had a salon since sible revision of Tulsa's city charof
Miami,
Fla.
Angeles, Cal. 90069, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters i
Jack Bailey, Mrs. A. M. Thomas, 1771, but was denied her wish. ter had a brief first meeting. The
Ill
for All Occasions."
and Mrs. Fain.
She died of a serious fall en public failed to show.
Student requests for longer
Ill
library hours are growing. At
Emory University, 244 persons
UI
etteitarrentile
used the library between 11:30 Ill
p.m. and 7 a.m., during an
III
examination period.
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
REALLY Discount
* * *
NCE upon a time when
Priced!
Barnacles prefer hulls painted
children trotted off to
25 Tablets
lit
in darker shades, according to
school all they carried along
Ill
Howard
Ketcham, color
COUPON GOOD SUNDAY, JULY 20, '69
were books. Nowadays, they're "
engineer. Why? "Only barnacles
Ill
Limit 1 .
just as likely to be toting a
1 Coupon Por FuluSY
know," Ketcham said.
guitar.
In elementary schools across
Ill
the nation, 4th, 5th and 6th
grade youngsters are getting
a chance to learn the fundamentals of music on the guiIII
tar a role traditionally play89. Value
III
ed by the piano. It has many
advantages.
Ill
• Inexpensive and easy to
store, the guitar is also portable—who ever heard of totCouptiti
ing a piano anywhere? On
ill
in
COUP014 000D SUNDAY, JULY
20, '69
the aesthetic side, it is a much
e=.
more peponat instrument to a
Lieji .• 1 Oiregose Pee Family
ill
/•:=1
child so progress is fairly
Ill
rapid. The youngster can play
something fairly soon, and this
Ill
III
encouragement spurs him on
Ill
so that with practice (which
The warm greeting of
Ill
is a pleasure) he does well in
your Welcome Wagon
a fatilly short time
III
hostess with ''he Most
3olin Klein, who supervises
Ill
Famous Basket in the
III
guitar instruction for 4th, 5th
Box
of
World"
12
will
introduce
and 6th grades in the Nashyou to our community
ville, Tenn., schools has deReg. or
veloped an interesting method
IT TAKES practice to mast,r the classics- but
and start you on the
beginners
With Coupon
111
of instruction.
are encouraged because th.!'
strum almost Immediately.
way toward new and
Super
•"Instead of saying, 'Put
lasting friendships.
COUPON GOOD SUNDAY, JIJLY 20, '69
your finge,r on the sixth string,
enibusiastic,", he said, "that ticing unknown to her.
third fret', which is a bit conLinde 1 .. . 1 Coupes Per Family
If
you
are
new
in
town,
they get carried away and '•
fusihg. I combine the numbers
Ill
Interest in the guitar ii
call
want to do everything their
and tell them, 'Put your finger
own way- like using their growing. According to Marion
ilAINtik"H"QQ-99ASI
pooltion.63.!_,Ibia. ket126. the. --thumbs instead of- pirks."-%
lii
:--* IT,gbert, director of educational
class moving faster and thereservices for the Antertean Mufore maintains their interest
ie In Cranston,,H.I., ele- sic Confereneer not
only eleloniere
Open 1
inentiFy leacher Barbara Ei- mentary schools are involved
Is,
Walter trites, who teaches tingle said she was astounded but .one 14 colleges and unlSI
1-6 p.m.
guitar lessons to 5th and 6th
when three of her 5th grade versitiell, too. Its a lively new
Bel
Al II
Phone
II
grades in Webster Groves, Mo., students formed an instant note in educatkin - reading,
READING, writing, arithmetic . . and the guitar! It's been
Sunday
says the,children love it.
trio and began entertaining writing, arithmetie . . .
Iii
Phone 753-2371I
°enter
and
added to curriculum in a great many elementary schools.
•••
4=•••• NM•On 41M,• an ND•
Sometimes they get so
visitors. They had been prac- the guitar!
••• IMP•.11M• •••• ma
• am am •••• ma,•ow
•■•
AIM NED 1M nom imme
or,
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Patio Breakfast
For Miss Jones Is
At The Hoke Home

Uptight execs
leave widows!

Fulton Home Scene
Of Coke Party For
Miss Janith Jones
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She Doubled as Spy!
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suauut.
scene of excerpts from various
important mterruption in a oig
be an interesting
Shakespeare plasys, every night
kull market," Spear & Staff,
Bache said.
,
except Mondays through August
'Mc. believes.
'25. The scenes are presented
The recent maritet
by drama students from Centre
as
it charts out today, "la hs
•
Y JACK CLONES
College. After the performance
as if ii will only amount to I
The
disinflationary
period
is
which is begun at 8:30 p.m.(EDT)
NEW YORK (un — Investors
creating investment opportunithere is usually a relaxed period who follow
DRAMA IN THE NIGHT
fundamentals would
ties and prices of many investof folk singing at which the aud- like to see more
14signs that ingrade securities have retreated
A wide range Qf entertainment ience is encouraged to request flation really has been checked
I,
1., 0•,, •-•
to
the lower end of their value
ita
Is available these days in Ken- favorite ballad.
because the Federal Reserve is
ranges,
said
Dean
Witter
& Co.
v
"
,
vt
o
‘
91
tucky's outdoor summer theaw
PRESTONSBURG: The Summ- not likely to loose monetary
M. 7
ters. All over the state doomed
restraints
until victory is in
•
tharacters are struggling hope- er Music Theatre is presenting sight, said Harris,
.
«
Upham
«
California's roads and street
Lessly against destiny, star-cro- three plays this year in toe am- Co.
include
at
Jenny
phitheatre
Wiley
State
47,088 nonsurfaced
ssed lovers are lamenting to high
. Further stock market deroads.
heaven, leather-lunged stalwarts Resort Park. "Carnival," runs clines to "correct the distor* * *
challenge the wilderness and lau- through July 12, "Bye, Bye, Bir- tions caused by the speculative
ghter makes the starry welkin die" plays July 17 through Aug- trading of recent years" are
ust 2 and "Anything Goes" runs
ring.
likejy to be seen until there is
Here's a capsule rundown on August 7 through 23. Performan- peace in Vietnam and the bat(EDT)
ces
are
at 8:30
on Thurs- tle
where, under the open skies of
against inflation is won, the
Kentucky, such goings on may be day, Friday and Saturday nights. firm said.
enjoyed:
4-1This week's decline indicates
AUBURN: "Shakertovm Revisthat we are in a short term,
ited" is an annual pageant about
The Spanish monarchy was trading-turn type of
the Shaker people who once thrivmarket NEW AMBASSADOR Named
sears
two
ed near Auburn. It's performed restored in 1875 after
that is not going to bau out U.S. Ambassador to Austraof goform
republican
a
under
on the grounds of the original
those making poor tactical mov- lia, Walter L. Rice, 66, rees, said Bache & Co. Given tired Richmond, Va., metals
Authentic vernment.
Shaker settlement.
BIRDS OF A FEATHER- Hatched recently and .still tooyoung to fly. thousands of fledgling
* * *
some favorable news, or even executive,
royal tern present an unusual attraction on the beach at Bodie Island, N.C.
Shaker food is available. The
poses with his
a dimunition of adverse news,
festival lasts from July 8 through
wife Inger and their daughArabic literature began with the market
could be ripe for ter Lisa,
July 12. Curtain time for theplay
3, at their home
poems and proverbs.
a bounce again ...it's going to
is 8 p.m.(CDT).
BARDSTOWN: "The Stephen
Foster Story" is flourishing in
its llth season at My Old Kentucky Home State Park. It's full
of fun and romance and scores
of the most rollicking songs ever
written. Every night except Mondays through August 31 plus a
Sunday 3 o'clock matinee.
CAVE CITY: There's a new
amphitheater this year near the
Cave City exit of 1-65 where
visitors to the Mammoth Cave
area are finding entertainment
every night of tht week. The
Kentucky Theater Under the Stars is presenting three live plays
in repertory, every night except
Mondays. (Monday's
offering
each week is a folk music concert.) You can see three plays
in three nights if you wish. They
are: "Barefoot in the Park,"
Jesse Stuart's "The Thread That
Runs So True" and the Gothic,
ballad-rich "Dark of the Moon."
Curtain time is 8:30(CDT)throu- ,
gh Sept. 1st.
DANVILLE: Pioneer Playhouse is unquestionably Kentucky's
most versatile theater. Any tick.
et to one of its performances
includes admission to the Village-of-the-Arts Museum, an 18th
Century restoration of a pioneer
Kentucky village. Dinner is available starting at 7:30 p.m. You
can buy a ticket that includes a
guided tour of the Village, an
excellent dinner, the cur rent performance and after - the- show
coffee. There are general admission tickets and reservations, group rates and rates for
part or all of the entire theater,
with or without dinner.
Six new plays are being produced by this professional company. They include an adaptation
of Oscar Wilde's story, "Lord
Arthur Saville's Crime," "Public Prosecutor" by Georgi DjarBonded Acrylics
fro Bonded Orlon Jerseys
arov, Robert Roop's "Shakedown," "Chateau in Sweden," by
sot Bonded Rochelle Knits # *
v0 Bonded Wools
Francoise Sagan, "An Evening
with Rodale" and a final play
k' Bonded Plaids
*
1.0. Bonded Metallic Knits
still to be ,announced. Each play
runs from Thursday through the
following Tuesday. On Wednesdays "The Ephraim McDowell
Story" is performed. Curtain
time is 9 p.m. (EDT) through
August 30.
GILBERTSVILLE: Actors Theater of Murray, Ky. is offering
four plays in the new dinner-theater at Ken-Bar Resort located
on U. S. 641 near Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park. "The
Star-Spangled Girl" ended July
5. The others are "The Odd
Bonded All Wool Plaids & Checks
Couple" by Neil Simon, July 9
* Bonded Italian Serrano Plaids
through Aug. 2; "Luv," by MurBonded All Wool Flannels * Bonded Imported Woolens
ray Schisgal, Aug. 6 through
* 100% Wool Flannels
Orlon
*
Knits
Bonded
Aug. 23; and Jean Kerr's "Mary,
Bonded All Wool Suiting. * Bonded Donegal Tweeds
Mary," Aug. 27 through Sept.
Hopsackings
100%
Wool
*
* Bonded Orlon Jerseys
Bonded Acrylic Plaids
13. Dinner is served at 7:30.
* And Many, Many
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.(CDT)
* And Many, Many Others * Wool & Nylon Blends
Wednesday through Saturday.
HARRODSBURG: This is the
fourth season for "The Legend
of Daniel Boone," an actionfilled drama about pioneer days
and the birth agonies of Kentucky. It's fast, it's funny in places
and it's brilliantly costumed.
Curtain time is 8:30 each night
except Mondays (EDT) through
August 31.
LOUISVILLE: Shakespeare in
Central Park is being produced
for the seventh straight year by
the Carriage House Theatre under the direction of C. Douglas
Ramey. "Macbeth" is being performed July 9-12; "Much Ado
About Nothing," July 16-19; and
"Measure for Measure," July
We are so certain that these are the greatest Wool Values in America,
2346. The cycle is then repeated, Wednesday through Saturday,
we will cheerfully refund your money if you can buy
line same firm
with the last performance August 9. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
quality Woolens cheaper anywhere else!
Admission is free.
PINEVILLE: This is the llth
straight season for "The Book
of Job," a drama that is reA SMALL DOWN PAYMENT WILL HOLD YOUR
nowned as a triumph of imagSELECTION IN OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY!
inative makeup and one that has
beer perftlned all over the world: Its home t a natural amphitheatre in Rine Mountain State
Resort Park. It shows a 9t30
(EDT) every night except Sundays through August 30.
SHAKERTOWN. The Old Meeting Hall in this wonderfully restored Shaker village at Pleasant Hill near Harrodsburg is the
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WOOL SALE

An Off-Season Direct Mill Purchase makes these unbelieveable wool values possible! Nobody, but nobody, can

match these low prices! Nobody, but nobody, has a larger selection!! These are the same fine fabrics you'll see in

all the new Fall '69 Fashions. You who sew know our past record for thrilling fabric sales, but this one out-values
1TI:15 YARD SAMPLE LENGTHS OF REGULAR
them all!!
'2.99 TO '7.99

BONDED KNIT

The new season's most wanted fashion fabrics at an unbelieveable 1 ow, low

price! 60- to 62- wide, every yard first quality, every piece brand new Fall '69
fashions Come early for this sensational buy!

••

• •
THOUSANDS OF YARDS!!"4,-7: (.
REGULAR '3.99-TO '5.99-YD,

AMERICA'S GREATEST WOOL VALUE
REGULAR '4.99 TO ,
9.99 YD.

NEW FALL BONDED WOOLENS
WOOLENS
Others

77

• 99

yd.

yd.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

•

Air

204-W. Washington, Paris, Tenn.
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INT-UCHY
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:t•N
Queon Water Snake (Natrix septemvittata) found
commonly in north-central Kentucky.

PAQZ Si

SLIECTRO
vies, Box
IL Sarah
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VERNON

STALLS and J. C. MAUPIN areplanning a trip to Texas,
in a few weeks. They have a camper and are driving. VERNON and
ESTELLE have a son living in Beaumont, so they have a duel
reaSon for making the trip. In addition to visiting the youngster they
are looking forward to some good hunting. It's no "rib" this time,
have actually forgotten what game he mentioned, Incidentally Vernon bagged his deer again the past season. He has a favorite location in the Pennyryle area, which is a lucky spot for him. He has
broueht in one deer each season for three consecutive years.

Fins

Feathers

Ray'

6:00 a

(Clo

Have lost contact with our other deer hunters. Yes we're aware
the season is over but we didn't see reports during the season, and
assuming that hunting and fishing news is never 'old' we mention
it anytime it comes to our attention.
eetings!
Sr
reference to Fins,
Hello to the families of MAX BARNETT, JACK and J. L. JONES,
Welcome to Miss Prim's gossip column. Any
accidently. Sportswise and who often ask for more nonsense tvoe feathers. Thank yOu.
Furs or Feathers will be purely
Weather and fish being
)therwise this is the dullsville season.
There is no open
negative.
all
are
reports
uncooperative, fishing
I'm aware of.
that
not
least
At
WILL EDD STOKES: believing you to be a man of your word,
season for hunters at the moment.
but mast hunters won't now is the opportune time to bring the birddog by for a picture,
'cooners
for
season
running
or
training
It is
This being the rush Three years of promises and no arqt,,n,
work their hounds in this 90 degree weather.
fishing or training
season for everyone, few can spare the time for
- hounds.
Receive brief notes from our number 1 son, RICHARD. Says
he really misses the boat and fishing. He didn't have an opportunity
to get our attention the assignment must belogically impossible. to do any fishing the past eight years but he sure made up for it
If a challenge is feasable or barely possible it holds no attraction the three months before he volunteered for military duty. At present
for Junior. Just say you can't do it, or don't do it and watch us he is in the hospital recovering from broken bones in both ankles.
plunge in like a big rhino. Usually prove you were right but, only His only comment; too much marching, probably. That much inforafter a full scale war. All ofthis is a round-a-bout way of explaining mation is (no doubt) intended to relieve any anxieties, as to how
why we are attempting the Double F again. Weare committed to at many bones, how serious and such.
least one article a week, despite insurmountable obstacles. All lines
Df communication and transportation being severed,our only recourBILL MOHUNDRO has started fishing again as of yesterday. Ttfe
se is yap, yap ...unless we get a little help. If there is an Interested friend anywhere you could write us or come by for a picture. news we enjoyed most is the fact that the Indian bought back a favor,.
Until further notice we are staying with Mrs,BETTIE OLIVER (our ite coon hound he sold two years ago. He's been regretting the sale
mom), Our address is LEE SMITH, 408 South 9th Street, Murray. since the gentleman unexpectedly met his price. Would like to meet
A friendly face would be comparable to an Oasis in a dessert! and photograph this remarkable "Ring". We're told lie's better
trophies
than Blackie but you'll have to show me! If he is
will come in via truck loads. This hunter has dog sense. He sti
In the past Mr. GORDON CROUCH, Mayfield, Mr. A, C. KELL, has }Mackie, Jem, Moose and now Ring. You can depend on Bill
Fulton and Mrs. MAUDE SWINDLE, Puryear were among our and R. J. McDOUGAL to keep their hounds, thank goodness,
by LEE SMITH

more faithful supporters. We sincerely appreciate their interest
and help. Realizing every one is busy, doubles our appreciation
The Twin Lakes Club will riot sponsor any night hunts starting
for those who take the time to write a note. We need and want June through August. They are having some night swims and other
your assistance more than ever. . if that's possible! As always events, which we have no information on. Can't reach TED or GARY
this is your page, use it
ATKINS, therefore, no news. Ted we are near your employment and
you could stop by. DOROTHY write us a note if you will and bring l
us up to date. 408 So. 9th Street, Murray.
Did a little 'shoplifting' on the way to the office. Hurried into
Furches' Jewelry to look at a birthstone for the small fry. Having
no idea as to the size, there was nothing to do but try them on and
hope. You guessed it! In the confusionof comparing mounting, styles
and such we strolled nonchalantly out wearing a flaming ruby which
we didn't pay for. Life plus a day in SOLITARY. Good morning
Judge!
'

r

During our dashing to and fro, spoke briefly with RONALD
PHILLIPS and PAUL LATHAM. Paul is a friend of. and inquired
about - the boss. Ronald had no vital news to report, just said don't
forget the club, Sorry to hear JOE PAT PHILLIPS was involved in
an accident, I would enjoy meeting this youngster, TOMMY PHILLIPS is very handsome in his uniform. It isn't surprising that Mr. &
Mrs RUPERT PHILLIPS are proud of their children.
In trouble with the law again! We took a line from Adam-I2
(a police type T. V. show) and when we see FRANK BRANDON he
is greeted with "well, if it isn't our Baby-Fuz". Frank enjoys
his work and takes it seriously, therefore he doesn't really
appreciate a crack like that, Only our friends get the rough
treatment—we get it from all sides! Frank's wife and baby are
currently spending a couple of weeks in Oregon,

HUGH BRANDON, Frank and the boss went to Reelfoot Lake
recently, on a fishing venture, Ask Frank how many they caught.
Reply: Everyone was to tired to count - but we did as well as anyone else there. The lord and master brought in twenty something.
I just cooked and cooked but didn't count, No one is craving fish at
the moment.
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436-5:

of fish are reported in this area, both from the bank and from
boats.

GREAT FISHING — This quiet, picturesque setting Is In the
Hillman Ferry Campground, one of the three modern family
campgrounds in Land Between the Lakes. Many nice catches

Stan The Man Will Direct
National Shooting Tourney

Stan Musial, the former St
Louis Cardinal outfielder whc
was named to the National
League All-Star team 21 times
and is a member of baseball's
Hall of Fame, this year swaps
his bat and glove for a shot
gun as honorary director of the
1969 Winchester Claybird Tournament.
Musial's appointment was announced by W. E. Tally, vice
president for marketing of the
company sponsoring the tournament.
"We are delighted that Stan
. is accepting this appointment,"
Tally said. "Most of the world
knows him as one ot we greatTHE RAT SNAKE (F:laphe obsoleta) is quite common in Ken- est baseball players of all time,
tucky and although it has the ability to climb trees is often but we also know that he is an
found on the ground
avid outdoorsman and a fine
wing shot."

It is his love for shooting that
brought Musial to his position as
honorary director of the tournament. The only such event combining trap and skeet, the Winchester Claybird, Tournament is
set up to give every shooter an
equal chance at big prizes.
In 1969, the tournament has
been restructured to insure that
the thousands of men, women
and youngsters who will participate do indeed have a shot at
the bag of prizes valued at
more than $200,000. Proof of the
system is the fact mat past
championship teams have included veteran shooters, newcomers, women and even a 12year-old youngster. Ta 1963, the
tournament attracted nearly 5,000 entrants from all over the
United States and Canada,
As in the past, participants
this year first will compete as
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individuals on the club level.
The top five shooters at each
club (to be determined by a
handicap system) then form a
club team, and thereafter the
tournament becomes a team
event.
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for any
own, Or i
made by
Simmons.

Five regional championship
teams—four from the U.S. and
one from Canada — advance tc
the finals which will be new in
the Bahamas in October. "Stan
the Man" will be on hand for
that event.

as%

Samuel to 'Born Free'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI1
Producer Carl Foreman ,mnounced he will make a sequel
to "Born Free" titled "Living
Free."

FOR TEl
shrubbery
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work, see
more 496

BE sure to
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6:00 p. m
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so' Zenith TVs
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••• Sporting Comets
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Fbone 753-6755

Our New Gun Departnsind
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

LIBERTY
Super Market

Iii Jil II'I
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give TreasureChest Stamps
or EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentuery

USED CARS
MINOR REPAIRS

MARTIN
1,4
OIL PRODUCTS

Splioigtt

• - * -Phone 753-51112 *

CAIN lk TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
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mortar. Realm*
VIRAL' TAYLOR • 0, IL GAOL AL

Ilium sport ad marie
N. 4th STREET MURRAY
Alle/A41,4,40,
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Dinners - Short Orders

LOUIS WILLIAMS
Owner
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RIAL ESTATE POE SALM

BUSINESS BUILDING FOR
SALE
?JOTS=

1111411. 11$TATIII FOR SAL.

.
1 ItIAL ESTATE POE SALE

IMAL ESTATE POR SALE

AN OUTSTANDING 3-bedroom
brick just listed. This is a epee- INCOME PROPERTY: Urge
ious, well planned home with house located on North 16th.,
2 bath rooms, 4 walk-in closets across from the University. The
and several other closets and house has a good heating systorage areas. Family room stem and is in a good state of
with a sewing center, kitchen repair. This property could
and breakfast area, formal din- easily be converted into a triing area. One of the fine plea and its large corner lot
Ray's Barber Shop
wooded 13 sere lots. Call us offers ample parking apace for
In Hazel
for an appointment to see renters.
this
unusually
fine home; own- INCOME PROPERTY: A 95:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
er is leaving town.
room frame home with 5 bedrooms, 3 bath rooms. Located
-Now Open2
u
with
tram
A LARGE
near the Campus and presently
2 ,..ms in leased for
apartments
over $3,000 per year.
gas Large wooded lot
each ,•
• ntral
Saturdays
garage
separate
a
heat
(Closed Thursdays)
recently remodeled. TUCKER REALTY & Impuranes
Lo is 75' x 385', located on Co.. SO2 Maple Street, 'fumy,
Ey. 7113-4362; Holm phonier.
treet.
TEACHER wants ride to pado. UNDER CONSTRUCTION, a Donald R. Tucker 703-11030,
Bobby Grogen 753-40711, W. Paul
ash Tilghman High School, must well designed interior and exDean, Jr., 753-11702.
.2
with
brick
-bedroom
3
tenor
oss.
arrive by 8:00 a. m.
H-3-21-C
4646 after 6:00 p. m. 3-18-NC large bath rooms, fireplace 111
the family room, built-in appliances in the kitchen, double BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
garage plus a storage area, and brick home on large lot All
ATTENTION
a blacktop driveway included. electric, central air and beat.
This home is bargain priced at Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
August-6-C
$27,000.00. You may select your 753-7525.
AGRICULTURE LIME
own color scheme.
NEW DUPLEX west of college
from New Concord
LOCATED near the City Park,
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
a 2 story, 4-bedroom brick veNOW AVAILABLE
room, dining-kitchen on both
neer with formal dining room,
ASC Approved for
Also one side has 12 x
sides.
basement.
recreation room in
Kentucky & Tennessee
carport, utility and 25'
den,
25'
Choice lot with large trees.
For Your Lime Spreading
Opportunity for
, like x 26' patio.
A 1 year old 3
rental property, live in one side
PHONE
•
vision,
new, in Keeneland
and rent the other, 7534825.
434-553
434-2243
extra large
TFC
a.
2
ing, central a
a. a e storage, LOOKING FOR something difa. a
bath
with a privacy ferent In a medium price and
well '1
THE HAIRDRESSER Beauty
back lawn. size home in one of Murray's
Salon wants to take this opleaving town
choice locations? Drive by 1719
towkn
portutrity to announce a new wants
sell now. Immediate Keeneland Drive or phone 755
stylist has Joined our capable posse on.
7424 for appointment. 3-214
staff. Janke Barrett Invitee her COLONIAL 3-bedroom brick
friends to come by or call for with fireplace in the family KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for
an appointment, also to remind room. All appliances in hitch- sale: (100' x 200', $695); (85' z
you of our permanent wave en. Large patio, double garage 170', $455). Central water available, lake acceas and boat ramp,
special. Our permanent waves euxi concrete driveway.
campus, a 3. $10 down and $10 per month.
will be drastically reduced un- 1 NEAR
til the end of July. Cal.1 7--32'bedroom brick with larger than Take 121 southeast to New
3530 for your appointmentl average
bedrooms, exposed Concord, then 444 northeast
Styl
Stylists; Wanda NORD, P a as hear
"in the kitchen and faro. to Kunst* Shores, follow signs.
August-8C
Woods, Janice Barrett and Syl- fly room. Large swimming pool, Phone 436-5320.
via Carrico.
3-23
-C and the back yard is completePOE RENT
ly enclosed. This house is priced at what the house would be
10' WIDE aireondltioned trailworth without the pool.
7E3-2030 after 4:00
BALDWIN PIANOS
A HOME for tlsrlisrge family. er. Phone
accept girls. BranWill
p.
la.
And
This spacia
hal/
has 5 bed.
ITC
MIL
don
ORGANS
..'
area, 2
• Payments
bath a
large living room, 50' x 10' HOUSE Trailer. Air.
• Rentals
fence with at. conditioning. 2% miles from
• Practice Pianos
edge included in land- Murray. $70 a month rent.
LONORDO PIANO CO.
3-21-C
Phone 753-6231.
'Your Complete Music Store' A 1% STO
older
A.cross From Post Office
home in
state of OFFICE SPACE for rent. AirParis, Tennessee
re
on a beautiful conditioned, all utilities furnr downtown. Only ished. $35.00 per month. InH-1TCI 2 a
terested person should call 753$18,
3-214
2 ii
from the Murray City 2489.
Limits, a fine 55 acre farm,
I WILL NOT be responsible fenced, with good pasture, and ROOM FOR two girls. Refrigerfor any debts other than my a large stock barn. Pump and ator and cooking privileges,
own, or any disorderly conduct well. Several beautiful building private entrance, air-conditionelectric heat. 1603 Colmade by others. Signed: Elsie sites that could be sold. Price ed and
lege Farm Road. Phone 753Simmons.
3-1.9-P has been drastically reduced on
3-21-C
this farm. Call now for more 2377.
details.
NICE two-bedrooni duplex with
SERVICES OFFERED
range, disposal, carpet and dish100 ACRES offe farm land washer. Phone 753-7550. 3-19-C
FOR TRIMMING trees and located 3 Vs,.
of Murray
shrubbery, cutting down trees on 44"ICS 641. Excellent THREE-BEDROOM house, airor any type power saw work,
)soand railroad frontage. conditioned, carpet and drapes,
spraying shrubbery and lawn
all appliances. Phone 763-3197.
price this one.
work, see or call Jim Pride- OWN YOUR own home for
436-5889.
$83.00 per month, Including TWO - BEDROOM furnished
WANTED: Yards to mow. taxes and insurance. This 3-bed' house. Electric heat, airesodlPhone 753-7530 any time after room house located on Rya Uoned, full baeement, garsge.
J-19-C Avenue is carpeted, air-condi Near Southside Shopping Cen6:00 p. m.
,honed, and in a good state ol ter. Phone 753-13U.
3-22-C
repair.
NOW ACCEPTING applications
A 4-BEDRouhl orka aimoel
for apartments at Hall Apartcompleted an Audubon Drive
ments, 1608 College Farm Road.
In Keeneland Subdivision. TasOne
available now and others
tefully decorated, carpeting and
beginnifig August 5. Couples
wax-less vinyl floors, 2
; and adults only, no pets. 342-C
baths, attached garage. V e r
RIACTROLUX SAL
ZS lk Sex'.
vim llos 213 Murray, Ky., C.
X. leaders. Phone 382-3176,
LIIIIrdne. Ky.
August-15C

D

FARMERS

er,

THE msu

Black Top
Paving

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates
contact:

A. Z. FARLEY

reasonably priced.
A 3-BED:s
/
1
4
? story home
WANTED TO RENT
uthside Shop'
located
;
WANTED:
Storage space for
ping Centg. Formal dinini
AssISed garage. Lot size, furniture, minimum 9' x 12'.
areir
e2
3-19-P
x 160'. This is a bar• Phone 762-4789.
is
gain riced house.
3-BEDROOM brick in Meados
Lane Subdivision. Drapes, dish
wavier, air-conditioned, and
outside storage building. CarGET RIO OF
port and concrete driveway.
PESTS
Price has been reduced over
$1,000.00.

Phone 753-5502

JUST LISTED, a bargain priced
3-bedroom brick, 2 baths, carpeting and fireplace Just $20.Between 8:00 a.m.
500.00. Will trade for a house
and 5:00 p.m.
Campus.
j17c near the
2-BEDROOM sick 11.2frame
logedd
MSU
Or'.. See this bargain today.

Pooch Population
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)
There are more dogs in New
York State than there are humans
•
in some other states.
,he
to the State De--A
,.According
'ulture and Marpertmeht of
kets, the 1969 dog poputatiOn
of New York outnumbers people
iit at least 16 states, including
New Hampshire, Alaska; Velaware, Montana; North Dakota
and Hawaii.
. .....,

WE HAVE recently sold
Large number of properties and
consequently, we are in need
of new listings, especially good
residential property. We have
many excellent building lots In
desirable locations; several are
wooded. Come by our office a
502 Maple or call us at any
time to discuss your Real Estate
neects. We appreciate your busIncas.

73KMER REALTY ek Iniancl
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
* * *
Ky. 753-4342: Home phones:
Tucker 753-50*
Donald R
Dahlias eau lie raised from Robby Grogan 753-4978, W. Paul
eyed or large fleshy roots of the Deasy, Jr., 753-8702.
,
H-J-21
plimi stored during the winter.

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison .0
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Locally owned and operated for 30 years. We can be
reached 34 bours a day.
Call Today Per FRIll
Inspection
Plallell 733-3014
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Amodatioa. LCP-1111

1

Located 1411 Be. 1316 It.
11-114CI

soa SALO

A business building is available for purchase. It is one-half
block from the court square and measures 66 feet x 106 feet.
Lot Is three feet deeper than building.

,AUTOS FOR SALO

UMS CHEVROLET Impala 4speed, SOS Cubic inches with
posi-tradirm. Two door hardtop
1956 Chevrolet, 205 HP. Phone
3-21-C
492-8150.

1909 OPEL Oadette station wagon with rack on top. 1969
Buick Wildcat, four-door hardtop with factory air, all power
and vinyl roof. Cain and TayGulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.

We here this beautiful Tr -teal in Kingswood that has
This building lends itself to either retail bualness or may
just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms.
be remodeled into business or professional offices. Buyer
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorkei
may remodel front half of building and rent out beck half
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Keenland at $22,000.00. Central
with factory Mr and all power.
for storage
heat and air, carpet, built-ins Truly worth the money.
1968 Buick Web:re with facBuilding is now occupied.
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, dim, all built-ins, 2 baths, all
tory air and power. Cain and
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
See or Call
nice home for $24,750.
0th and Main.
Large New Horne at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
1968 PONTIAC Catalina fourof paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
door hardtop with factory air
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
and double power. Dark green
One of Murrays most modern 3-bedroom homes on Herat 510 West Main 1National Hotel Building)
with black vinyl roof. 1966 Oldsmitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has every-Business Phone 753-7724
mobile Delta 88, two-door hardthing you could want in a modern home.
top, automatic with double
Take a look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
Guy Spann, home phone 753-2587; Louise Baker, 753-2409;
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
white fence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
Onyx Ray 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109
Station. Corner of 6th and
finest end the price will suprise you.
Main.
3-11-C
New 3-bedroom B.V. in Kingsweed for the family who
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
double garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
HELP WANTED
POE SALM
Unique Design is whet you will find in Canterbury when
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
VACANCIES at Comstock High IT'S terrific the way we're sellfamily sfsom ,
garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
School, Comstock, Michigan. ing Blue Lustre for cleaning
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
1. Chemistry, physics, electric nuts and upholstery. Rent elecAlmost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
ity, combination teacher. 2. tric shampooer $1. Big K.
in Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
General math and science teach4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
er. 3. Speech, English, Journal
Station Wagon
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
ion combination teacher. 4. As- ONE BLACK and white enterthe prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
See At
sistant Band director. Salary tainment center. Call 733-1795
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th apd 18th Street
3-19-C
scheduled: BA Degree, $7,200.- after 5:30 p. m.
1511 Johnson BlvdSouth.
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree,
At 503 South 7th Street, we have this 4-bedroom B.V.
$7,778.00 to $13,248.00. If in UP/Uuter PIANO in excellent
full basement with fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
- forested, contact Mr. Howard condition, $150.00. 502 South
J-19-C
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock 16th Street
right.
1966 PLYMOUTH four-door seMichigan 49041.
1967 FRIGIDAIRE air-conditionMagnolia Drive in Keeniand is this extra nice 4-bedroom
dan. Automatic and power steerconExcellent
BTU.
12000
er,
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. One of the best.
ing. 1966 Chevy II station wadition. Phone 753-87'74 after
_Outstanding Franchise
On Kirkwood Drive is this large 3-bedroom home with._
automatic. Cain and
3-21-C gon, V-8
400 p. m.
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe home. Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
Opportunity
Magnolia Drive in Keeneland. A 3-bedroom, 2 bath home
CARPET PADDING, purchased 6th and Main. --with all built-ins and every thing you'd need for good
too much, will sell reasonable.
1965 FORD Falcon four door
living.
Call 753-5502 before five p. m.
sedan. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
In New Providence, this lovely 7 room brick home with
3-21-C
"THE SUCCESS
door sedan. Automatic, power
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
PACKAGE"
two-ton steering. Local car. Cain and
CHEVROLET
1961
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
truck, grain bed. In excellent Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
garage, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain.
This rapidly growing ap3-21-C
condition. Ideal farm truck. 8th and Main.
Circararna in Earl Court, beautiful 3-bedroom stone,
parel franchise system Will trade for smaller truck.
double garage, central heat and air
1964
FORD
Fairlane
station
offers opportunity for Sell cheap. Phone Baxter Bilwagon. Automatic, power steerBeautiful in King:wood. T1s• Mac Fitts home, 3-bedsubstantial income, inde- brey, 753-5617 or 753-1257.
ing. Nice little car. 1963 Chevroom brick. Delightfully different
pendence and a secure
3-21-C
rolet Impala, four door sedan,
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
future to owner operabrick, $22,000.
GIBSON amplifier, 45 watt out- automatic transmission. Cain
tors.
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and pieput, good condition. Phone 753- and Taylor Gulf Station. CornAn unusually attractive 4862.
.1-21-C
ed right.
3-25-C er of 6th and Main.
location has beocme a201 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
30" ELECTRIC range, less than 1963 FORD Galaxie 500 four
vailable in Murray.
fireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced.
712 Mein Street, lame 15 room frame home. Excellent
No experience necessary. one year o/d. Phone 753-8746. door sedan. Automatic and
3-22-C power steerpg. 1962 Pontiac
condition and good investment property.
Ann Herbert provides
Park* Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick home. Realy worth
full training and contin- GE MOBILE MAID dish washer, Catalina four door hardtop with
the money.
uous counseling and pro- $25.00. Marquette frost-free re- air and power. Cain and Taylor
Three-bedroom brick on South 11th, with income apartmotion. You must be re- frigeratoMreener combination, Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
3-21-C
ment. Reasonable.
sponsible and ambitious. $125.00 Power lawn mower,
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with gar$10.00. Early American sofa, 1961 BUICK LaSabre four door
Minimum
cash
Investage and breezeway.
ment is $15,000.00. For $75.00. Also two girls bikes. sedan. Local car. 1961 Buick
Story Avenue and Shady Lens, new 2-bedroom brick, 2
Phone 753-6350.
3-22-C Special four door sedan. Autodetails
write:
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
COLT 45 automatic and hol- matic and power steering. Cain
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3Franchise-Director
ster, belt and wide trigger shoe. and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornbedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
er of 6th and Main.
3-21-C
Gatesborough Estates, lovely new 3-baidnioni brick. BeauAnn Herbert Company
Phone 753-8552.
J-25-C
tifully decorated and fully carpeted.
1961 FORD station wagon,
2116 Plantside Drive
OVER-CAB long bed camper
11011 Fairlane Drive in Circarema, 3-bedroom stone,
Country sedan. 1960 Valiant
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
Jeffersontown, Ky. 40299 for 3/4 ton pick-up. Complete station wagon. 1965 Chrysler
with
all
facilities,
including
isoleMa
1603 Belmont, nice 3-bedroom brick. Large family room.
New Port four door hardtop
jacks Practically new. ReasonLarge Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
with air and all power. Cain
able.
Phone
435-4482.
3-22-P and
WANTED: Man to trim shrubs
for $120.00 per month. Sepersete entrance, shady lawn.
Taylor Gulf Station. Cornand trees in yard. Call 753-2561.
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom frame horn, on good business
er of 6th and Main.
3-214
3-19-Cr
lot.
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four
One mile North on 641, 9 acres and 4-room garage apartWANTED: Female, part time
Nuclear Power
loor hardtop. Blue with black
ment. Good for developing.
office girl, resident of Murray.
For India
vinyl roof. Factory air and all
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,000.
Apply in person at Bunny Bread
power. 1963 Pontiac Catalina,
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
on Saturday after 11:00 a. m. Nt.,14 DELHI
four-door sedan with factory air
(UPI)
Lynn Grove home on beautiful 1% acre lot.
to flow for and power. Cain and Taylor
3-19-eNuclear power
121 South, 3-bedroom frame - Nice.
b tnala when the Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
WANTED: Baby sitter, paitthe first time ine
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
3-21-C
-- Nice Business lot with SO x 100 garage building.
time. References required. Museratarnr- Atornk Station, new Main.
-Pine commercial lots in different parts of town.
be mature person. Phone 753- Bombay, became operational 1966 PONTIAC LeMans. Red,
Several farms of various sizes.
,1-2.1..c recently.
7965.
two-door hardtop with black inMaple Springs Subdivision near Kerslake. Nice large lots.
The station will produce 400 terior, bucket seats, automatic
megaivatts of itileCtricity.. The In floor. Very clean. One own22 acres adioining Chandler Park. Suitable for developAFFLIATE Wanted By
ing.
flow of power will ease the er oar. Phone 4004512
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
SS acres at Coldwater with 3-bedroom modern brick
power shortage in the Bombay
3-21-P
We need a man or woman or a husband area and is the first stage of a
home and fine outbuildings. Finest land In this county.
and wife team, who desire to be independent
641 North, near Dexter, 30 acres and beautiful brick
dealers affiliated with OW company, who long-term program under which
would hle to set their own hours and work
U.S. Department of Agriculhome. On highway.
from their own home or office. full or part- the country's power needs will ture inspectors refused entry of
In Aim*, 3-bedroom frame en 1 sere lot, also 2-bedroom
be increasingly met from nuclear
time.
You will process and service. COMPANY
33,000 pounds of boneless beef
frame on % acre lot.
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTS in retail outlets sources.
due to contamination in 1968.
in larkmy, 3% acres with madern 7 room brick home
tor our factory under a tested and proven
program. Requires no door-to-door slang or
and shop building.
solicitation. Our product is demanded by,
We have lots of lake property, several cottages, lakeAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
hundreds of millions annually.
front and lake view lots. Watch for our special on lake
EARNINGS UNLIMITED DEPENDING
property in Friday's paper.
UPON YOUR DRIVE AND INITIATIVE
MUM QUM
• You must have a good reputation,
4-Classify
ACROSS
oersona references ond the ability to
5-Souvenir
Beautiful hems in Canterbury. hes 3 bedrooms, central
000 GOUVOMOUP
make on immediate decision Your in1 Possessed
6-Unit of
vestment is on little as SI ,440 00 to
f9MORN REMO
beat and air, double garage, carpet, and all the extras
4-Mine
weight (abbr.)
$8,64000 cosh for inventory Personal
excavatioir
'
.
OM U00 OBOM
you could want.
interview with o company represento7-Through
Rotating
part
9
U00 MOW GOOBLI
tive in your area.
Buy while under construction and you might be better
8-Paradise
machine
of
Check our company's excellent repuMU POO
9-Mountain
12-Before
satisfied. Look at this new 3-bedroom, 2 bath, garage, on
tation prior to your triquiry
GUM EUR
13-Seeped out
cottage
For brochure on our compony, send
nice lot in Gateborough Estates.
14•Hasten
10-Three-toed
UDOU WMM OM
your name, address and be sure to in15-Comment
Sloths
MUOTI COMM
clude your telephone number
17-Meal
11-Encountered
OBUOMMO
19-Chemical
ARROVI INTERNATIONAL, INC.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate needs come by or call GUY
16-Tremulous
cornpcx.ind
IMMO ODOM 001i
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 51.0 West Main, NaArrow Buitimg
18-Metal fastener
21-Nothing
OMPM UOMM MOM
Home
753-7724.
20-Carpet
22-Snare
tional Hotel Building. Business Phone
4501 Lorain Avenue
19
24-Hard-shelled
Food
fish
22
753-2409:
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise Baker,
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
36 Cheer
54 Part of camera
fruit
23-Leases
38-Nut
55-Perent
(colloq.)
7534109.
Young,
Gary
26-Promontory
753-8919;
OhYz Ray,
25-Sunburn
41-Christian
56-Macaw
29-Renovate
27-Glossy fabric
test hal
57 Female ruff
31 Opening
17
.
59 Period of
33-Hindu cymbals 28-Winter vehicles 43 Scottish cap
WEISOOMING HOSTESS - If 34-Preposition
45-Forgive
time
30 Emerged
47
Soak
Knock
60
35-Conjunction
you are a civiconinded,
victorious
49 Engine
63-A continent
37-Pinch
aged, personable lady with car 39-Symbol for
CARD OF THANKS
32-Fruit seed
52 The letterpress
(abbr.)
FOR SAL! OR TRAM
available, you may qualify to
tellurium
We with to express our deep
welcome newcomers to Murray 40-Southwestern
appreciation and thanks for Use
Indian
many acts of kindness and sym- BY OWNER, priced right, ssuan Part time, may earn $4.00 per 47 man's
hour.
Call
Mrs.
Hyde
collect,
following
nickname
pathy extended to us
ombon an Kentucky Lake. Nice
44 Warm
the death of our wife, mother, shady lot, electricity, water and 502-443-7363.
46 Former
and sister-in-law, Mrs. Norma Mr-conditioning. Furnished if
Russian ruler
Sue Copeland.
desired. Phone 753-8629 after PRODUCTION Group Lepder- 48 Cut of meat
Especially do we thank Mar- 6:00 p. m. or between 6:00 and
50-Containers
supervisor aesembly of metal
tin Young and Mrs. Waburn 700 a. m.
3-19-P and electrical parts. Excellent 51 -Place
53-Tooth
Wyatt for the music, Rev. A. W.
oppo rtunity for advancement 55 Idle chatter
Landis, Rev. Vetter Moreland,
with going operation. Liberal 58-Fragile
the Filbeck-C,ann Funeral Home,
fringe benefits. Contact Mr. 61 Native metal
the pallbearers, the donors of
CARD OF THANKS
CsasPOUs
Eagle or Mr. Kimball, Carrier 62 element
food and flowers, and for all
We wish to express our sin- Corporation, 131 'East Main
64 Anglo-Saxon
other acts of sympathy and cere appreciation for the many
money
42071. An
kindness. May God's richest kind deeds .beisnived upon us Street, Murray, Ky
65 totality
blessings rest upon each of daring the illness and death of equal opportunity employer.
J-22-C 66 Rips
you.
67-Short sleep
OW loved one, the late Thomas
Paul Tom Copeland and Bond Lax. May, God's richest WANTED: Night watchman
DOWN
children
blessings be upon you in your 10:00 p. m. till 600 a. m. Good
1-Pronoun
Mr. and Mrs Woodrow hour of need is our prayer.
pay. Inquire at Boone's Laundry
2-Exist
Norsworthy
IIT on Main:
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,
3 Debase
19
117

KELLY'S PEST ,
CONTROL
nose 7534914

REAL ESTATE

I

Guy Spann Real Estate Agency

SALE
Nice
di OLDS l85

Ann Herbert
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'Old Sorghum Mill' Grinds Out
Success For Marshall Native
Sketching and painting might
have remained a small hobby,
or a means of relaxation, however fate took a hand. Mrs.
Jackson and her husband, Ed.,
were
driving to visit their
daughter and family on Christmas Eve of 1965, when their
car slid off the road and into
a ditch.
The car was only slightly
damaged and Mr. Jackson escaped serious injury. Mrs.
Jackson, however, suffered
three broken vertabrae in her
back.
Unable to work, and confined
to a wheel chair, Mrs. Jackson
painted. she had been employed
at merit Clothing in Mayfield.
Before the accident, she had
• previously taken 10 art lessons.
Encoureed by Dwayne Dotson,
who also paints, Mrs. Jackson
continued to paint after her recovery.

it Is through her painting one
sees Mrs. Jackson's true personality as she puts a small
portion of herself Into each
work.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

SATURDAY — JULY 19, 106'J

(Continued From P-.9e One)

So'
In
Call

possibility of starting the moon
walk late Sunday rather than
Monday morning by eliminating
a 4-hour rest period scheduled
for Armstrong and Aldrin before they leave Eagle.
"We were quite concerned—
. they didn't get adequate
sleep on these first three nights
and then faced that lunar surface activity period already fatigued . . . if there was a request on their part to alter the
flight plan, we would make a
real time medical decision based on whether we thought they
were rested enough to undertake the EVA moon walk at that

United

j

time," Berry said.

Phyllis Poole of Route 5
No Damao@ Discovend
Murray will be working at Ar
Armstrong, a young-looking
row head Springs, international,38-year-old civilian, and Aldrin
headquarters of Campus Cru- 39, an Air Force colonel somesade for Christ International, times known as Dr. Rendezvous,
AT CHILDHOOD EDUCATION WORKSHOP — Mrs. Thelma Warford, 407 South 9th
for the next year.
reported that neither the blastCampus Crusade for Christ off from Cape Kennedy nor the Street Murray, is shown registering Monday for the two-week study program dealing with
is an interdenominational Chris- docking maneuver that stuck the education and well-being of children two to 12 years of ago at Murray State University.
tian student movement present- Eagle on the command ship Moro than 100 educators from across the country are attending the sessions. Others shown
ing Jesus Christ to college and Columbia's nose had caused any are: Miss Rubi• Smith. chairman of the sIiimen tary education department at the university
university students and profes- damage.
and director of the program, center, and Dr. Mary Herbage, Wright State University, Daysors of the nation and the worton, • member of the program faculty.
ld. Founded by Dr. William R. Later, as millions of viewer
Her paintings depict local Bright at UCLA in 1951, it has watched, the astronauts did see face.
scenes, the country side, an old spread to hundreds of campus- a washer that had been left
Without that burst of power,
wagon, a farmhouse, a tumbled es in this country and 40 fore- loose in the unar module float- Apollo 11. would swing on a
down shack, or maybe an old ign countries. The present in- ing in space. One
of them reach- looping path back toward earth.
(Continued From Page One)
barn. Her still life paintings are ternational staff numbers ap- ed
(Continued From Paps 1)
out and grabbed it.
The moon trip was specifically
of objects familiar to most proximately 1,500.
Armstrong and Aldrein spent designed that way to give the Apple when an argument oc- bite down on an olive pit that
people.
Emphasizing the role of the 2 hours and 50 minutes work- astronauts an added safety fact- curred outside the roadhouse. somebody failed to get out beThe colors are vivid, giving
He charged that Perkins pull- fore the things were packed,
the paintings a delightful bright- church, Campus Crusade seeks ing in Eagle before they re- or.
Asks intentions
ed a knife and cut him on the which makes you groan with
ness, yet they have a soft, and to work closely with churches joined Collins, 38, an outgoing
Because Luna 15 was circling finger and arm. He said that pain and shock "did you bite
peaceful appearance, as though of all denominations. Christ is Air Force lieutenant colonel, in
the moon in an orbit from 35 he ran back into the Big Apple cbsvn on something?"
painted with a loving touch. presented in areas on the cam- the Apollo commandship.
That finished their work for to 127 miles above the surface, and was followed by an unIt seems the paintings of pus to which normal Christian
scenes Mrs. Jackson knows witness does not extend, and their last "easy" day in space. Barman, the commander of the identified person who cut him You drop the top of the pan on
best, reflect her talent the most. staff members encourage stu- They received a "goodnight" Christmastime Apollo 8 flight on the face. He defended him- the stove and howl in pain
She said she loves the old, the dents to attend a church near from ground controllers at 10 around the moon who returned self with a chair he said.
"did you burn yourself?"
familiar, the country anl Ise fall their campus.
p.m. EDT for an 854-hour sleep from a tour of Russia just this
Two witnesses identified Perseason, her favorite tin if the
Phyllis will be working as period.
month, asked Soviet officials a- kins as the person who follow- The car engine suddenly conks
year.
a secretary
214,402 Milos From Earth
ed him back into the Big Ap- out and you roll to a stop "are
at Arrowhead
bout its intentions.
Mrs. Jackson has exhibited Springs. Arrowhead Springs is An hour later, when Apollo 11
While still keeping its pur- ple. According to the warrant we out of gas?"
_
her paintings .at the Banana the nucleus of the
entire Cam- was 214,402 miles from earth pose secret, they cabled Borman Gerome Moshen and Mrs. Anita
Festival
in Fulton, at the pus Crusade for Christ
minis- and 38,895 miles from the moon, that it would not interfere with Jackson identified Perkins.
You are driving along when all
Mrs. Mildred Jackson of Rt. 1, or “Kentuckiana."
padecah womar's Out) Annual
try. As all activities are coord- it fell under the dominance of either Eagle or Columbia's pubof a sudden you hear a loud
Benton, is quite a gifted artist.
It is possible that should these art snow four times, winning inated and directed from
A friend of Evans also filed noise and
here, the moon's gravity. It was then lished courses. They told him
Mrs. Jackson, who has been sell as anticipated, autographed
the car begins to rumribbons in two of the shows, in
a charge of assault and battery
painting only a short while, has
ble and shake "do we have a
two shows at the Hopkinsville the work done here is vital to traveling at 2,309 miles an hour that it would remain in orbit
prints
against
might
Homer
Sanders,
Jr.,
someday
an
become
the effective functioning of each in relation to earth and the as- around the moon two days.
Just received prints of one of
flat tire?"
Community College, sponsored division of Campus Crusade. tronauts were just going to
her oil paints - The Old sorghum collectors items.
After changing its orbit to a employee of the Big Apple.
by the Hopkinsville Art Guild, Also, headquarters staff spend sleep.
Mill.
An attractive great-grandmore circulate 62 to 75 miles, John W. Bryant, also an MSU You drink a big swallow of cofat the Benton and Murray lib- time each week talking indi- Space
As far as can be determined, mother, Mrs. Jackson said she
agency calculations Apollo 11 planned to swing a- student, charged that Sanders fee and with smoke coming out
raries and at the Murray Art vidually to college students
these prints are the first ones had never thought of herself
and showed the pull of the moon— round the moon 12 times be- hit him in the back while the of your ears you don't know
Guild,
ever done of a marshal' county as an artist. She said she paints
speaking to groups.
even at one-sixth the strength fore Armstrong and Aldrin cutting was going on, however whether to swallow it or what
artist's work.
for pleasure. Almost compPhyllis received her Assoc- of earth's gravity — would launch the Eagle down toward Judge Millard Kesterson dis- "is the coffee too hot?"
Mrs. Jackson is a member iate
of Arts Degree in Busi- speed Apollo up to 2,732 miles the southwest corner of the Sea missed this charge.
letely self taught, she has only of the Murray Art Guild. She
Perkins was released from
ness
from
Murray State Univer- by 7:30 a.m. EDT and by 1:28 of Tranquility. The sea is a rehad
10,
two
hour
lessons, which participated in an open air show
mrs. Mildred Jackson will be
Henry County jail on bond just You are walking along a n d
at the Murray Art Guild on she took from Bob Evans of and sale sponsored by the Guild sity in August, 1968. For the p.m. EDT, when it whips around latively flat, smooth depression last
week awaiting trial on a stumble over a root and fall
at Kentucky Lake this spring. past year she has been employ- the back of the moon, it would that will be Split between darkEast Main Street each Friday in Paducah.
flat on your face "did yuu
larceny
and forgery charge
Her work was very well re- ed as secretary in the Depart- be zipping almost at 5,690 miles ness and light Sunday night
July from 11 a.m. to four p.m
your toe?"
stump
when the moon will show a thin that grew from a purse snatchShe said she could remember ceived and she sold 15 of her ment of Accounting & Finance, an hour.
ing
incident
last
April.
paintings
during
School
the
show.
of Business at Murray At that time, a six-minute crescent of light on its rightThe prints were done by mr. when she was in school how she
It Is winter time and you come
State. Her parents are Mr. and burst from Columbia's main hand side as seen from earth.
Willard Evans of Ashland, KY. had always rather draw than
in
with frost on your eye lids
Mrs.
Jackson has a variety of Mrs. Alien Poole, Route 5, Mur- rocket engine would slow the
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (UPI) —
Mr. Evans holds the copyright study and how she used many a
Plans call for Armstrong, afand frost bitten cheeks, slapptalents, an afghan and chair mass ry,
on the print.
Marylanders
spaceship to 4,070 miles an hour ter resting with Aldrin in Eagle
KY.
consumed enough ing your hands together "is it
tablet drawing, when tablets
in her home were crocheted by
Mr. Evans, who is also a
and let the moon's gravity pull for 10 hours after landing on distilled spirits, wine ad beer cold outside?"
hard
were
to
come
Mrs.
by.
Jackson.
She
is
also
an
painter, saw some of mrs. Jackit into an orbit 69 to 196 miles the moon, to slither down nine in January to yield-t1,396,784.
accomplished
seamstress,
son's paintings which were on
above the barren, airless stir- aluminum alloy steps to become 13 in taxes, according to the You strain everything
making
most
of
Mrs.
Jackson
her
in you
is
clothes.
the
daughter
she
exhibit at the Benton Library.
the first human to walk on the comptroller of the Maryland getting the box down off of the
writes poetry and has had some
of mr. and Mrs. Frank Darnan
moon at 2:21 a.m. EDT. Presi- treasury.
and was one of a family of eight of her work published.
shelf "is it heavy?"
He liked them and contacted
dent Nixon has made arrange-4
She and Mr. Jackson are avid
children.
mr.
and
Mrs.
Darnall
Funeral
services
for
Roy
KelMrs. Jackson to purchase one.
fox hunters and take a week
ments to talk with them during
so of Hazel Route One were
He consulted with her about the are both living and Us* only a each fall to
attend a field trial
their moon walk whatever time
short
distance
held
from
this
the
morning
Jackat
at
10:30
for fox hounds. They now have
possibility of painting an origit comes.
sons. mrs. Darnall has been an
the South Pleasant Grove Unitinal work for a print.
eight hounds.
ed Methodist Church with Rev.
He then sent her a series of invalid for a number of years,
SPACE CENTER, Houston
MANILA
(UPI) —
snapshots of an old sorghum however she still takes great
One of her poems was pub- Elbert Johns officiating.
The
61,1 — The Apollo 11 timePallbearers
were
Clifton
E.
lished in The Hunter's Horn, a
mill in operation. From these delight in her daughter's paintkmerican Legion's Philippine
table
for
Sunday
based
on
publication
devoted to fox Jones, Curtis Treats, Robert Las- the flight plan and subject to
she composed the painting. she ings. Mrs. Jackson says she
Department, which is celebrasiter, Elisha Orr, Virgil Pashunters.
began the work in the fall of takes all her new work for her
ting its 50th anniversary' this
change:
chall,
and
Otho
Clark.
last
and completed it mother to see.
year
7:32 a. m. EDT—Crew awa- year, has 6,000 registered memThe Jac ksons have been marBurial was in the church
shortly before Christmas.
bers. Most of them .are FliMrs. Jackson won her first ried 40 year and have lived cemetery with the arrangements kens for first of two very
busy days.
Mr. Evans returned during ribbon at an early age. As a child most of their lives in Marshall
pinos who served with the U.S.
by the Miller Funeral Home of
the holidays and it was agreed she entered a sketch of an old County with the exception of 13
9:32 a. m. — Aldrin enters armed forces in the Far East
Hazel.
to make the prints.
moon lander without his and with recognized guerilla urail fence at sunset in the county years in Detroit.
Kelso, age 75, died Thursday apace suit.
The beautiful colored prints fair and won a ribbon
nits during World War II.
Their only child, Mrs. Glenn at the Murray-Calloway County
10:20 a. m. — Armstrong
are 16" x 20" and non-autoShe had not done any sketchRudolph (Dixie), was killed in Hospital. He is survived by his enters moon lander, wearing
graphed copies sell for $2.00 ing from the time she was very
an auto accident about two wife, Mrs. Pearl Kelso; one son, space suit, and starts final
each. They are on sale at area young until February of 1965,
Carlis Kelso; two stepdaughters, check of
months ago._ They have t
systems.
gift shops or can be purchased She
began by sketching a
Mrs. Antile Lee Cooper and
Murray Optimist Gish Mak', presentation of MOO to
grandchildren,
Pattie
and
10:47 a. m. — Aldrin exits
from Mrs. Jackson.
likeness of Abraham Lincoln. Jackie Rudolph, and one great Mrs. Clara Tress; five grandJos• Sosa and Johnny Evans, Murray State University Stulender, puts on spacesuit in
Mrs. Jackson said if this Her sketching was a means of grandchild, Jackie's daughter children; one great grandchild. command ship and
dents representing the MSU Community Service Program.
returns to
print is successful it willbethe relaxing. Very shortly she had
Jennifer.
Making the presentation is Paul Dailey president of The
landing craft.
first of a series of her paintings completed sketches of not only
Wade, Laura Parker, Ruth Spur- Optimist Club, and Tommy Marshall, chairman of
1:47 p. m. — Lunar lender
The Boys
After meeting Mrs. Jackson,
lock.
Work Committee. The MSU Community Service Program
to be made into prints depicting Lincoln and Washington but of
command
mad
ship
separate
A
total
of
one
480 persons died
realizes that she is truly a
8:50 Jane Bradley, Katy Dodd, consisting of some twenty MSU students is working
things and scenes which are Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy
this
remarkable person with many by drowning in Texas in 1968.
Betty Jo Purdom, Sandy Wein- summer with some eighty Murray boys and girls
becoming obsolete in Kentucky, and Johnson and their wives. talents
2:12
providing
p.
m.
— Collins in traub.
other than painting. But
recreational activities. This program Is voluntary on the stucommand ship visually in9:00 Martha Mahan, Carol dents part and President Dailey states, "Their attitude
spects outside of lunar moand
Hibbard, Joyce Stratton.
enthusiasm signifies the calibre and interest of a malority
dule for any damage.
9:10
Julia
Rambo, Helen Glo- of today's college students and the Optimist Club is
3:11 p. m. — Astronauts
extremefire descent engine in lunar ver, Margaret Shuffett, Alberta ly pleased to be able to assist them in their goal of providing
Green.
meaningful recreational programs during the summer
lender, drop it into lower
9:20 Jerlene Sullivan, Grace months."
moon orbit and begin the
long ride down toward the James, Inus Orr.
9:30 Essie Caldwell, Betty
surface.
4:07 p. m. — Lander's big Hinton, Hilda Jackson, Eulene
engine begins final descent Holland.
9:40 Virginia Jones, Murrelle
approach firing, breaking
ship out of orbit at 50,000 Walker, Sadie West, Linda Mcfoot altitude on sloping path Dade,
Tee No, 10
toward the selected landing
7.55 lanice Stubblefield, Ansite.
4:19 p. m. — Lander tou- na Mary Adams, Mary Alice
ches down on lunar Sea of Smith, Peggy Cresson.
8:05 Sue Brown, Mollie Jones,
Tranquility.
8:23 p. m. — Armstrong Evelyn Kesterson, Norma Frank
8:15 °della Bickers, Dorothy
and Aldrin begin first meal
Graves, Millie Bollone, Kitty Elon moon's surface.
If you're shopping for a Color TV don't be under
7:03 p. m. — Two mefi be- liott.
gin four hour rest period " 8:25 Bobbie Davis, Maxa Read,
mined before you shop and compare with us!
prior to leaving moon land- Sue McDougal.
er's cabin.
8:35 Margaret Tidwell, Aud11:03 p. m. — Rest period rey Fernengel, Nell Tackett, Naends and crew eats snack.
dine Weiss.
Monday
8:45 Frances Miller, Evelyn
FIRST TO GIVE ONE YEAR FREE HOME SERV2:02 a. m. — Armstrong Barlow, Urbena Koenen, Edna
ICE AND FIRST TO GIVE THE EIGHT YEAR
and Aldrin depressurize the Knight.
cabin and open the hatch in
8:55 Marie Weaver, Frances
PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE WARR/1141'Yprwparation for moonwalk.
Parker, Jane Fitch, Bonnie
•
•
•
I:12 a. m. — Armstrong Jones.
loaves Lander and begins de9:05 Gini Varina, Euldene
scent of ladder He pulls on Robinson, Ann Cole, Ada Sue
D-ring, opening equipment Roberts.
Storage area door and allow9:15 Nancy Fandrich, Flo
ing television camera a view Tomsic, Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
of surface and foot of lad- Ruth Winslow.
der.
9:25 Kathryn Outland, Betty
2:21 a. m. — Armstrong Powell, Marilyn Adkitie; Beverplaces left foot on curface, ly Spann.
becoming first man to set
Entries are still being acceptfoot on the ton
ed, according to the tournament
MRS, JACKSON WITH 'OLD SORGHUM MILL PRINT'
312 No 4th Street
Phone 753-5145
chairman.
.
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